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basic to the study of the history and philosophy of any re-
ligion are the books produced by that faith during its formative
years especially is this true of mormonism for the printing
press played a vital part in the church s progress as well as
its reversals mormonism literally commenced with a book
by means of the press its claims were advertised and its mes-
sage spread and twice during the first decade its adherents
were driven from their homes in part because of what they
had put in print

A mormon press became a reality with the conversion in
june 18183118513 1 of william wines phelps a new york newspaper-
man A month after his baptism phelps was designated a
printer unto the church and in september a conference of
the church inin ohio directed phelps to purchase a press and
type in cincinnati for the purpose of publishing a newspaper
in independence missouri newly appointed as the gathering
place for the saints 1 it appears that phelps started for
missouri about the middle of october 2 on november 20
1831 oliver cowdery who had been called to assist phelps
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left for independence arriving january 5 1832 3 three weeks
later cowdery wrote to joseph smith we expect soon to be
ready to print and hope that brother martin harris can sup-
ply the paper 4 at the end of february 1832 a prospectus
for the mormon newspaper the evening and the morning star
was published and in may the mormon press did a bit of job
work printing ironically enough a circular for lilburn W
boggs announcing his candidacy for lieutenant governor of
missouri 5 on may 29 1832 the church leaders in missouri
gathered at the printing office on the second floor of W W
phelps s house on liberty street 120 miles west of any press
in the state and edward partridge dedicated the building and
its apparatus to the lord 6 finally in june 1832 the mormon
press under the firm name of W W phelps and company
began issuing the evening and the morning star a monthly
newspaper directed to the saints and the upper missouri
advertiser a weekly community newspaper for over a year
this little press was in operation until the printing office was
destroyed by the local missouriansMissourians july 20 1833

the history of the star s press subsequent to the destruction
of the printing office is itself rather interesting late in 1833
it was sold to messrs kelly and davis for 300 against the

1000 owing the saints attorneys who used it to print the
upper missouri enquirer in liberty missouri 7 in 1845 the
press was sold to william ridenbaugh and employed in found-
ing the st joseph gazette fourteen years later ridenbaugh
sold the press to a captain merrick who used it in publishing
the first colorado newspaper the cherry creek pioneer 6

seven weeks after the star office was razed the leaders of
the church met in kirtland ohio and resolved to establish
another press in kirtland under the firm name of F G
williams and company to continue the star in kirtland until
it could be moved again to missouri and to publish as soon
as practicable a kirtland periodical entitled the latter day
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saints messenger and advocatesadvocate9advocate9 on october 1 1833 oliver
cowdery left kirtland for new york with 800 in borrowed
money to purchase a press and type 10 the new press reached
kirtland about the first of december cowdery and newell
K whitney began distributing the type on the fourth
and on the eighteenth the elders gathered at the printing office
and after dedicating it to the lord took the first sheet of the
resurrected star out of the press for four years the kirtland
press operated producing some of mormondom s most im-
portant books

late in 1834 the kirtland press was moved to its perma-
nent location adjacent to the kirtland temple it was housed
on the upper floor of a two story building the lower floor of
which was used for the school of the prophets 12 in novem-
ber 1835 at the peak of its production the printing office
employed four journeyman printers and typesetters and three
apprentices and still was not able to meet its deadlines 13 at
this time the operation was further enlarged by the addition of
a bindery 14

originally the kirtland press like the independence press
was essentially owned by the church in april 1834 how-
ever ownership of the printing office was transferred to oliver
cowdery and F G williams who did the church s printing
on a contractual basis still under the firm name of F G
williams and company the firm was dissolved and bought
out by oliver cowdery in june 1836 eight months later the
printing office was transferred to joseph smith and sidney
rigdon and three months after that it was transferred to
william marks a new convert in new york with joseph
smith and sidney rigdon operating the office 15 these changes
and the frequent pleas to the subscribers of the messenger and
advocate to pay their past due subscriptions suggest that thediedle
printing office operated on the brink of financial collapse for
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much of its life 10 joseph smith and sidney rigdon left kirtl-
and for far west missouri january 12 1838 three days later
the press was attached for an indebtedness of the first presi-
dency and sold at auction to a mr million an apostate mor-
mon shortly after midnight january 16 1838 the printing
shop caught fire and all its contents were destroyed 17

just how the saints obtained a press in far west missouri
is a mystery A letter from oliver cowdery to his brother war-
ren written at far west february 4 1838 suggests thatdialdiat W
W phelps was then attempting to acquire a press 18 by the
tenth of may a press was inin far west and was being as-
sembled by oliver cowdery who at this point was out of the
church 19 the july 1838 issue of the elders journal discusses
the press but provides little additional information

it is indeed somewhat unexpected to us to be be able to com-
mence printing the journal again so soon but the general in-
terest felt in it by the saints in general soon inin a degree
repaired the loss which was suffered in the burning of the
press in kirtland and another establishment by the ex-
ertions of the saints in far west has been obtained suf-
ficiently large to print the journal and soon will be
greatly enlarged so as to do all the printing necessary
for the whole church
we have no doubt but liberal minded men will continue
to aid with their means until the establishment will be
sufficiently supplied with means to make the largest of the
kind anywhere in the region of country where it is located

only a prospectus two issues of the elders journal and
sidney rigdon s fourth of july oration in pamphlet form issued
from the mormon press in far west before the difficulties
with the missouriansMissour ians in october 1838 stopped its operation
at the time of the mormonscormons surrender at far west the press
and type were buried in a brother dawson s yard and the
following spring were dug up and hauled to nauvoo where
they were used to print the times and seasons 20

the fifty one items described below are the mormon
books of the new york ohio and missouri periods when
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were in operation more precisely they are the books pro-
duced by members of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in support of the church before the nauvoo press com-
menced regular operation in november 1839 thirty one were
published by the independence kirtland and far west
presses the remaining twenty were printed on commercial
presses in other cities

here the term book includes any item with one or more
pages containing printed text bearing on some doctrinal point
or historical incident not included are printed elders certifi-
cates printed receipt forms or bank notes

an attempt has been made of course to be complete but
to claim completeness would be naive several of the items
described below for example have come to light only in the
last three or four years and it is to be hoped that other books
will be discovered as attic trunks are opened and garages are
searched

no attempt has been made to locate every existing copy
of a given book instead the twenty four institutional li-
braries listed below have been surveyed and those owning a
particular book are indicated at the end of the discussion of
that book

many have contributed to this bibliography especially do
I1 acknowledge with gratitude the contributions and assistance
of chad J flake brigham young university library paul
foulger dean jessee jeff johnson and janet jensen LDS
church historian s library and richard P howard RLDS
church department of history in addition I1 am grateful
for the help of joan hofman yale university libary william
matheson library of congress grant T dean chicago hist-
orical society richard colles johnson newberry library
roger D bridges illinois state historical library ellen
oldham boston public library howard peckham william
L clements library mrs oliver howard state historical
society of missouri mrs fred C harrington missouri hist-
orical society library james mooney american antiquarian
society lewis M stark and maud D cole new york public
library laura L chace cincinnati historical society library
kermit J pike western reserve historical society library
howell J heaney free library of philadelphia edna sue
herzog degolyer foundation library and charles shetler
state historical society of wisconsin library
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census

csmhcsmi henry E huntington library san marino calif
ctyacty yale university library new haven conn
CUBCU B the bancroft library university of california

berkeley calif
DLC library of congress washington DC
ichi the chicago historical society chicago 111

ICN the newberry library chicago 111

ihi illinois state historical library springfield 111

MB boston public library boston mass
MH harvard university library cambridge mass
miu C the william L clements library university of

michigan ann arbor mich
mohi state historical society of missouri columbia mo
moinrc RLDS church department of history indepen-

dence mo
moshi missouri historical society library st louis mo
MWA american antiquarian society worcester mass
nip princeton university library princeton N J
NN new york public library new york NY
OCHP cincinnati historical society library cincinnati

ohio
oclwhioc1whi western reserve historical society library cleve-

land ohio
PP free library of philadelphia philadelphia pa
txdadf degolyer foundation library dallas tex
UPB brigham young university library provo utah
USIC LDS church historian s library salt lake city

utah
UU university of utah library salt lake city utah
whi state historical society of wisconsin library madi-

son wise

1 the book of mormon an account written by the handband of
mormon upon plates taken from the plates of nephi
by joseph smith junior author and proprietor

palmyra new york printed by E B grandin for the
author 1830
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little of what ultimately was the manuscript of the book
of mormon had been produced when oliver cowdery arrived
april 5 1829 at harmony pennsylvania where joseph smith
was staying with his wife s parents two days later cowdery
began writing joseph smith s dictation and the work on the
manuscript proceeded with little interruption until about the
first of june at this point david whitmer invited
joseph smith and oliver cowdery to move their labors to his
father s house in fayette new york and during the month
of june they continued working on the manuscript at the
whitmer home in fayette completing it about the first of july
1829 21

with the manuscript near completion efforts were directed
toward its publication A copyright was secured june 11 1829
egbert B grandin publisher of the palmyra wayne sentinel
was approached early inin june about printing the book initially
grandin refused and he published the title page of the book
of mormon in the wayne sentinel june 26 1829 with the
comment it is pretended that it the book of mormon will
be published as soon as the translation is completed follow-
ing grandin s refusal an application also unsuccessful
was made to thurlow weed publisher of the rochester tele-
graph elihu F marshall a rochester book publisher was
solicited next and marshall agreed to publish the book upon
suitable security with a publisher in hand martin harris
again went to grandin urging him to do the printing because
of the convenience of a local printer grandin relented agree-
ing to print and bind in leather 5000 copies for 500050003000 As
security martin harris gave grandin a mortgage on his farm
dated august 25 1829 wherein harris agreed to pay the
3000500050003000 within eighteen months As a matter of fact harris
sold his farm for 3000500050003000 in april 18511831 apparently to pay
grandin 22

when the original dictated manuscript was completed
oliver cowdery supervised the production of a second manu

21hHCcy l32ff132ff MA ppap 141514 15 david whitmer in kansas city journal
5 june 1881 as quoted in francis W kirkham A new witness for christ inin
america 2 vols salt lake city i9601960 1222

22hcHC 171 john H gilbert memorandum made sept 8thath 1892
kings daughters free library palmyra microfilm UPB pomeroy tucker

origin rise and progress of mormonismmormon ism new york 1867 ppap 505350 53 thurl-
ow weed autobiography boston 1884 ppap 35859358 59 larry C porter A
study of the origins of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
phd dissertation brigham young university 1971 ppap 869086 90
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script copy to be used by the printer this printer s manu-
script copied from the original by several people embodies
numerous spelling corrections but like the original is totally
free of punctuation seventy two leaves about a third of
the original dictated manuscript are held by the LDS church
historian s library the entire printer s manuscript is in the
possession of the RLDS churchchurch2323

the printing of the book of mormon took place on the
third floor of the building that housed a bindery on the second
floor and grandin s palmyra book store on the first accord-
ing to john H gilbert who set the type for the book of
mormon the printing began inin august 1829 the printer s

manuscript was delivered to the typesetter by hyrum smith
a few pages at a time all the punctuation and paragraphing
was supplied by gilbert as he set the book in type generally
the printing was monitored by hyrum smith oliver cowdery
and martin harris with cowdery doing the bulk of the proof-
reading joseph smith was in pennsylvania most of this time
and hadbad little to do with the actual printing of the book of
mormon 2421

in january 1830 excerpts from the book of mormon
appeared in the reflector a small palmyra newspaper pub-
lished irregularly by abner cole alias 0 dogberry and
printed at grandin s shop the january 2 1830 issueissue of the
reflector contains what is now I11 nephi 11 through I11 nephi
23 the january 13 issue I11 nephi 241524 15 and the january 22
issue alma 4322404322 40 when cole s piracy was discovered
joseph smith was sent for in pennsylvania and armed with
the copyright he persuaded cole to cease printing parts of the
book of mormon text 225

the wayne sentinel for march 19 1830 indicated that
the book of mormon would be ready within the week and
seven days later the sentinel announced that the book of mor-
mon was for sale wholesale and retail at the palmyra book
store

the 1830 book of mormon was originally bound in full

lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet liver-
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script BYU studies 101970 25978259 78
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brown calf with a black leather label on the spine stamped
book of mormon the testimonies of the three and of the

eight witnesses appear on both sides of the leaf following
page 588 A preface occupying pages iii iv and appearing
only in the first edition explains the loss of the initial 116
pages of manuscript taken from the plates of mormon and the
injunction not to retranslate that portion but to begin the
translation with the plates of nephi the copyright notice
appears on the verso of the title page

A number of variants of the 1830 book of mormon are
known janet jensen of the LDS church historian s library
has found some forty points in the text where variants occur
for example in some copies page iv is numbered vi on
page 81 line 20 the phrase holy one appears as holy one
in some copies the word carcases on page 91 line 9 also
appears as carcasses judges on page 231 line 6 is rendered
judges in some copies and so on no pattern to these variants
has emerged and it is likely that none will most probably
certain corrections were made at various times while a par-
ticular signature was being printed and the entire run saved
thus giving rise to a number of variants of that signature
and the books were assembled from sheets in several stages
of correction producing a large number of printing variants
to date janet jensen has examined about fifty copies of the
1830 book of mormon no two of which are the same

in july 1884 william kelley alexander H smith and
thomas W smith a committee appointed by the RLDS
church compared the printer s manuscript with a copy of the
1830 book of mormon they discovered some three hundred
differences mainly typographical errors in the printed book
of mormon or errors in the manuscript corrected in the
printed book A tabulation of these differences is published in
the saints herald for august 23 1884

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B DLC ichi ICN MB MH miu C mohi
moinrc MWA njpnap NN oclwhi0clwhi PP txdadf UPB
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no copy of this prospectus is known to have survived its
existence is inferred from the reference to the prospectus
which was published last winter in the article to man
appearingb in the first issue of the evening and the morning
star and from the comment in joseph smith s history that
he received a copy of the prospectus in march 1832 266

fortunately the text of the prospectus was added to the
kirtland reprint of the evening and the morning star item
16 appearing on the first page of the reprinted star dated
february 23 1832 and undoubtedly written by W W phelps
it announces that the star will discuss the revelations of god
and provide the saints with beneficial information without
interfering with politics broils or the gainsayinggainsaying of the
world the prospectus further states that the star will be
issued monthly at one dollar a year until it seems proper to
publish it more often parenthetically it mentions that a
supplement will be published weekly if required containing
the advertisements of jackson county &cac anticipating the
upper missouri advertiser

3 the evening and the morning star independence mo
june 1832 july 1833 and kirtland ohio december
1833 september 1834

monthly 2 vols 24 whole nos 192 ppap 31.2312312512 cm

the first mormon newspaper had its conception at a mid
september 1831 conference in ohio when

brother W W phelps was instructed to stop at cincinnati
on his way to missouri and purchase a press and type for
the purpose of establishing and publishing a monthly paper
at independence jackson county missouri to be called
thetheiTheltheleveningedemEveningEvemng and the morning star 27

william wines phelps was no stranger to the world of
journalism before his conversion to mormonism in june
183183118511851 he had edited or published three newspapers the most re-
cent of which was the antimasonicanti masonic ontario phoenix in canan
daiguadaigue new york that july he had been designated a prin-
ter unto the church and subsequently oliver cowdery was

2wcHC 1259
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called to assist W W phelps in conducting the printing
business of the church 28

shortly after the first of the year phelps and cowdery
were in independence and by the end of february 1832 the
new press was in operation enough to issue a prospectus for the
evening and the morning star item 2 the first number
of the star appeared in june 1832 to the joy of its supporters
delightful indeed joseph smith recorded in his history

was it to contemplate that the little band of brethren had
become so large and grown so strong in so short a time as
to be able to issue a paper of their own which contained
not only some of the revelations but other information
also which would gratify and enlighten the humble in-
quirer after truth 29

fourteen monthly issues were edited and published by phelps
inin independence from june 1832 to july 1833 before the
mormon press was destroyed july 20 1833

the power of the press was much too important to the
leaders of the church for them to allow the star to die par-
ticularlyticularly with the mormon side of the jackson county diffi-
culties to be aired consequently on september 11 1833
seven weeks after the destruction of the star office during
a council in kirtland the leaders of the church resolved to
estabiestablishish a new press in kirtland under the firm name of
F G williams and company and to continue the star in
kirtland under oliver cowdery s editorship until it could
be transferred to missouri 30 about the first of december
1833 oliver cowdery and newell K whitney reached kirt-
land with a press on the fourth they began distributing the
type and on december 18 1833 the first sheet of the star
printed in kirtland was taken out of the press 31 ten monthly
issuesissues of the star were published inin kirtland between decem-
ber 1833 and september 1834 making a total of twenty
four issues in two volumes

each issue of the star consists of eight royal quarto pages
printed in double columns none of the pages are numbered
for the first twelve issues but beginning with the thirteenth
issue the pages are numbered consecutively from 97 to 192

doctrine and covenants 57571111 HC 2176n
HC 1273

11hcHC 1409140
HC 1448 465
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the first fourteen issues of the star published by phelps
in independence include the earliest authorized printingspaintingsprin tings of
revelations given to joseph smith 3212 the first issue commences
with the articles and covenants of the church of christ

now section 20 and throughout these fourteen issues are
published all or parts of twenty three revelations each subse-
quently incorporated into the doctrine and covenants

in addition to the revelations phelps included in the star
doctrinal discussions instructions for the saints letters from
the elders in various parts of the country and bits of national
and foreign news particularly the catastrophic which he saw
as foreshadowingshadowingfore the second advent each issue but one
contains hymns on the back page a number composed by
phelps himself and several which have remained mormon
ffavoritesavorites

on january 14 1833 joseph smith wrote to phelps

we wish you to render the star as interesting as possible
by setting forth the rise progress and faith of the church
as well as the doctrine for if you do not render it more
interesting than at present it will fall and the church
suffer a great loss thereby 33

in response phelps inserted in the april 1833 issue of the
star a brief summary of the history of the young church en-
titled appropriately enough rise and progress of the church
of christ and in each of the succeeding three issues he
included articles or lengthy letters on the progress of the
church and the experiences of the elders abroad

the fourteenth issue of the star july 1833 contains an
article free people of color that does little more than
repeat the laws of missouri regarding the emigration of free
blbcksbicksackscksacks into the state but a more pointed editorial comment
appears on page ill111ili of the same issue

As to slaves we have nothing to say in connection with the
wonderful events of this age much isis doing towards abol-
ishing slavery and colonizing the blacks in africa

according to the february 1834 star extra phelps published
these articles to scotch the rumors that the mormonscormons were

the apostate ezra booth published a series of letters in the ravenna
ohio siarstarstaf october decembdecemberdecerbr 1831 that includes extracts from some of the
revelations to joseph smith see also E D howe mormonismmormomsm unavailedunvailed

painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio 1834 ppap 175221175 221
HC 1317
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tampering with the jackson county slaves their effect how-
ever was to ignite the fears and hatredshatress of the local missour
ianstanslans leading immediately to the destruction of the star print-
ing office and ultimately to the removal of the saints from
jackson county

the ten issues published in kirtland reflect the change in
editor for example they contain no revelations and the
articles which are included are generally longer and better
arranged than in the earlier issues but of course oliver
cowdery was presented with hot copy and eight of
the ten kirtland issues of the star include detailed and
historically important discussions of the expulsion of the
mormonscormons from jackson county three long serial articles
11 millennium faith of the church and the gospel
all written by sidney rigdon 34 commence in this portion of
the star and continue into the messenger and advocate

the circulation of the star was small probably no more
than a few hundred copies and apparently by september
1834 relatively few files existed only two complete files
are extant today consequently the entire twenty four issues
were reprinted in kirtland between january 1835 and octo-
ber 1836 item 16 so that a larger part of the church
membership could become acquainted with and preserve for
their children this first collection of mormon writings 35

csmhcsmi moinrcnos 1141 14 USIC

4 the upper missouri advertiser by W W phelps & co
independence mo june 27 1832 july 1833

weekly 46.4464464 cm

only a single issue of the upper missouri advertiser is

extant no 3 dated july 11 1832 A notice in this issue
announces that the advertiser will be published weekly at
independence at the rate of seventy five cents a year till the
sheet is printed on both sides then one dollar a year in
advance advertisements the customary prices presumably
the first issue appeared two or more weeks before july 11

1832 the saints petition to daniel dunklin september 28
1833 refers to the stoppage on july 20 1833 of the even-

a3waawa p 26
35EMS35emsEMS p 192
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ing and morning star a monthly paper and the upper mis-
souri advertiser a weekly paper indicating that the adver-
tiser was published until the mormon press in independence
was destroyed 36

the prospectus of the evening and the morning star
item 2 suggests the possibility of a supplement and the

july 1832 issue of the star refers to the advertiser pub-
lished in connection with the star commenting that it
will contain sketches of the news of the day politics adver-
tisementstisements and whatever tends to promote the interest of the
great west thus the upper missouri advertiser was inin-
tended to be a community newspaper serving the non mormonscormons
as well as the mormonscormonsMormons whereas the star was directed pri-
marily to the saints

the surviving number consists of a single sheet 46.4464464 x
24.1241 cm printed on one side in three columns it includes
news items regarding various parts of the world taken from
other newspapers legal notices and a list of letters remaining
at the independence post office in addition to an ad solic-
iting job printing a notice that wynkoop warner has opened
a new tavern and a notice that peter whitmer jr has opened
a tailoring business in the upper room of colonel boggs s

house opposite warner s tavern one further glimpse into
the contents of the advertiser isis provided by the morning
courier and new york enquirer for december 11 18321852
which reprints an article in the advertiser concerning the
return of a captain bent from a trading expedition to santa fe
mwanoewano 351131111 july 1832

5 be it known that I1 blank space of jackson county
and state of missouri having become a member of the
church of christ organized according to first two lines
of print

independence mo 1832

broadside 31 x 19.2192 cm

be it known that 1I blank space of jackson county
and state of missouri bishop of the church of christ

HHCC 11412412
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organized according to law and established first two
lines of print

independence mo 1832

broadside 31 x 19.2192192 cm

ordinarily printed deed forms would not be included
in this bibliography however these two forms printed on
the star press convey such a clear picture of the way the law
of consecration as initially conceived was intended to work
that they are included here

the first form conveys property from the church member
to the bishop of the church the printed portion indicates
that the property is to be used for the purpose of purchasing
lands and building up of the new jerusalem even zion and
for relieving the wants of the poor and that the member
forever releases all rights to it the second form comprises
a lease of property from the bishop to the member the
printed text provides that the leaseeceasee agrees to pay all the
taxes and to pay yearly to the bishop any surplus income from
the property over and above the needs of his family the
lease is to be binding during the life of the leaseeceasee unless
he transgresses and is expelled from thediedle church in which
case the property is forfeited back to the bishop if the leaseeceasee
becomes unable to earn a living he is to be supported by the
bishop upon the death of the leaseeceasee the lease then applies
to his widow until her death or if both parents are dead to
the children until they become of age both forms provide
spaces for the names of the bishop and the member and
for a description of the property under consideration to be
entered in manuscript

generally the terms of these two agreements are consistent
with the outline of the law of consecration in chapter 44 of
the book of commandments the intent of the law of course
was that those with considerable property would convey to
the bishop more than they leased back and from the surplus
thus created the bishop would lease property to those with
none and finance the programs of the church

none of the five pairs of these forms in the LIDSLDSlos church
historian s library bears a date even though they are filled
out in manuscript to particular people the historian s library
does have a completely manuscript copy made in 1862 of
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joseph knight s deed dated october 12 1832 the two forms
filled out to titus billings are reprinted in history of the
church 1365713657 with no distinction between the printed and
manuscript portions

usicedwardUSIusic CEdwardedward partridge mssass

6 the evening and the morning star extra july 16 1833

independence mo 18331833.18531835

broadside 21.5215215 x 16 cm

rushed off the press inin an effort to dispel the local
missouriansMissour ians wrath over the article free people of color
and phelps s editorial in the july 1833 issue of the star
this extra declares that the purpose of the article was actually
to prevent free people of color from emigrating into the state
and further that none will be admitted into the church
copies were posted up in the village of independence at
sundry times and immediately pulled down by the mob 13711737

one suspects however that the extra itself was counterpro-
ductiveduc tive despite its overreaching disavowal for it repeats the
comment in phelps s editorial in connection with the won-
derful events of this age much is doing towards abolishing
slavery that certainly was offensive to the slaveholdingslave holding
Missourmissouriansians

the text of the extra is printed in joseph smith s history
history of the church 1378913789 with a couple of unimpor-

tant yet perplexing changes

USIC

7 A book of commandments for the government of the
church of christ organized according to law on the
6thath of april 1830

zion independence mo published by W W phelps
& co 1833

160 ppap 11.5115 cm

three months after the church was organized joseph
smith and john whitmer began to arrange and copy the

EMS extra february 1834
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revelations that joseph smith had received up to that time 38138311

and during this early period manuscript copies of certain
of these revelations were distributed to a few of the church
members 39 with the prospects of a mormon press came the
possibility of printing joseph smith s revelations and making
them more widely available to the church membership at
a conference in hiram ohio november 121 2 1831 six weeks
after the decision to establish a press in independence it was
agreed to print the revelreveirevelationsationsactions more than sixty at this point
in book form under the title book of commandments in an
edition of 10000 copies and oliver cowdery was
delegated to carry the manuscript revelations to missouri for
printing 40 in the afternoon of the first day of this confer-
ence the preface to the book of commandments now sec-
tion 1 was revealed through joseph smith and two days
later he received the revelation known as the appendix

section 133 which was to conclude the book
for two weeks following the conference joseph smith

reviewed and arranged the manuscript revelations 41 two ad-
ditionalditional revelations related to the book of commandments
were given him at this time the first section 69 directing
john whitmer the official church recorder and historian
to accompany oliver cowdery to missouri and the second
section 70 calling joseph smith martin harris oliver

cowdery john whitmer sidney rigdon and W W phelps
to be stewards over the revelations and commandments
this group subsequently known as the literary firm was
to assume the responsibility for publishing the revelations
their support was to come from the proceeds of this publish-
ing venture and any profits over and above what was needed
for their support were to be paid into the bishops storehouse

cowdery and whitmer left kirtland november 20 1831
arriving in independence january 5 1832 42 that april
joseph smith sidney rigdon and others journeyed to inde-
pendencependence bringing with them paper for the independence

11hcHC 11104104
orson pratt for example remarks in the seer march 1854 p 228 that

he had personal copies of the revelations the LDS church historian s li-
brary has three small manuscript notebooks that belonged to private individuals
and that contain revelations

4wcHC 1221221221 22 229
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heman C smith p 135
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press 43 on april 30 1832 the publishing of the revelations
was again taken up

A council meeting of the literary firm was held inin zion
jackson county mo there was present joseph smith jun
sidney rigdon john whitmer oliver cowdery winwm W
phelps and jesse gause one of the presidents counselors
the council ordered that 3000 copies of the book of
commandments should be printed as the first edition
brother wm W phelps oliver cowdery and john whit-
mer were appointed to review the book of commandments
and select for printing such as should be deemed by them
proper as dictated by the spirit and make all necessary
verbal corrections 44

it would appear that the revelations of joseph smith were
originally recorded on individual pieces of paper such as those
now in the brigham young university s whitney manuscripts
collection mary rollins lightner remembered the brethren
at her home in independence discussing the revelations before
they were printed and recalled that the revelations were in
large sheets not folded 45 ultimately a printer s manu-
script was made from which the book of commandments
was set in type the RLDS church owns four leaves of this
printer s manuscript in the handwriting of john whitmer and
bearing the marks of its usage by the typesetter

the book of commandments was in the press by decem-
ber 1832 46 five months later the star published the appen-
dix with the comment that

the book from which this important revelation is taken will
be published in the course of the present year at from 25
to 50 cents a copy we regret that in consequence of circum-
stances not within our control this book will not be offered
to our brethren as soon as was anticipated we beg their
forebearanceforebearance and solicit an interest in their prayers promis-
ing to use our exertions with all our means to accomplish
the work

early in june phelps was far enough along in the printing
to write to the church leaders regarding binding the book
of commandments and shipping copies to kirtland in re

41hcHC 1266
jhJH 30 april 1832

5 diary of mary elizabeth rollins lightner ppap 565 6 typescript UPB
see also chad J flake the newell K whitney collection BYU studies
111971 32228322 28

EMS december 1832
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sponsespense joseph smith sidney rigdon and F G williams
advised

first as respects getting the book of commandments bound
we think it is not necessary they will be sold well with-
out binding and there is no bookbinder to be had that we
know of nor are there materials to be had for binding
without keeping the books too long from circulation 47

by july 20 1833 the first five signatures comprising 160
pages of the book of commandments had been printed that
afternoon a large body of missouriansMissour ians swarmed into the star
office throwing the press and type out of an upper story
window before pulling down the building close by mary
elizabethellzabetheilzabeth rollins and her sister caroline watched the des-
tructiontruction and in a heroic moment the two girls rescued some
of the book of commandments sheets years later mary
rollins described the incident

when the mob was tearing down the printing office a two
story building driving brother phelps family out of the
lower part of the house they the mob brought out some
large sheets of paper saying here are the mormon com-
mandmentsmand ments my sister 12 years old 1 I was then 14 and
myself were in a corner of a fence watching them when
they spoke about them being the commandments I1 was de-
terminedter to have some of them so while their backs were
turned prying out the gable end of the house we ran and
gathered up all we could carry inin our arms As we turned
away two of the mob got down off the house and called
for us to stop but we ran as fast as we could through a
gap in the fence into a large corn field and the two men
after us we ran a long way in the field laid the papers on
the ground then laid down on top of them the corn was
very high and thick they hunted all around us but did
not see us after we were satisfied they had given up the
search we tried to find our way out of the ffieldleid the corn
was so tall we thought we were lost on looking up we
saw some trees that had been girdled to kill them we fol-
lowed them and came to an old log stable which looked
like it had not been used for years sister phelps and family
were there carrying in brush and piling it up on one side
of the stable to make their beds on she asked us what we
had we told her and also how we came by them she took
them and placed them between her beds subsequently oliver
cowdery bound them in small books and gave me one 48

41hcHC 1362
mary E rollins lightner to the editor 12 february 1904 deseret even-

ing news 20 february 1904 p 24 see also diary of mary elizabeth roll-
ins lightner
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mary rollins s copy of the book of commandments is now
in the degolyer foundation library dallas texas

some time later when the press had been moved from the
street and edward partridge had apparently recovered from
his tarring and feathering a second batch of book of com-
mandmentsmandments sheets was salvaged by john taylor a twenty
year old mormon convert of seven months from kentucky

in 1833 at the time of the destruction of the printing press
in independence jackson co the printed sheets of the book
of commandments and the pied type and press were thrown
in an old log stable by the mob I1 asked bp partridge if
I1 might go and get out some copies of the book of com-
mandmentsmandments he said it would most likely cost me my life
if I1 attempted it I1 told him I1 did not mind hazarding my
life to secure some copies of the commandments he then
said I1 might go I1 ran my hand into a crack between the
logs and pulled out a few at a time until I1 got as many as
I1 could carry when I1 was discovered A dozen men sur-
rounded me and commenced throwing stones at me and I1

shouted out oh my god must I1 be stoned to death like
stephen for the sake of the word of the lord the lord
gave me strength and skill to elude them and make my
escape without being hit by a stone I1 delivered the copies
to bp partridge who said I1 had done a good work and my
escape was a miracle these I1 believe are the only copies
of that edition of the book of commandments preserved
from destruction 49

sets of sheets of the book of commandments were saved
in other ways william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin for example reportedly
said that to compile his copy he gathered up the leaves as
they blew about the street 50 and it isis apparent from the
letter of joseph smith sidney rigdon and F G williams
to W W phelps june 25 1833 that at least one copy of
the fourth signature was sent to kirtland 51 copies of the
other signatures were undoubtedly sent also

statement of john taylor dictated to leo hawkins and george A smith
salt lake cit 15 april 1858 MS USIC see also JH 20 july 1833 for
biographical information on john taylor not to be confused with the third
president of the church see family group record of john taylor 1812-
1896 genealogical society library salt lake city F esshom pioneers
and prominent men of utah salt lake city 1913 p 1203 and in the
circuit court of the united states the reorganized church vs the
church of christ complainants abstract of pleading and evidence
lamoni iowa 1893 ppap 18894188 94

saints herald 311884 p 563
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the salvaged book of commandments consists of 160
pages the phrase copy right secured according to law
appears on the verso of the title page the revelations re-
ceived by joseph smith between july 1828 and september
11 1831 are arranged essentially chronologically in sixty
five chapters numbered with roman numerals and occupy
pages 516031601310316053 160igo curiously enough the title page occurs in three
states

state a without a border
state b with border of fleur de lis like figures
state c with a border of point to point diamonds

the reason for the different title pages is not known perhaps
phelps had been experimenting and because only a limited
number of sheets were rescued all varieties of the title page
were used to compile complete sets of the five signatures the
surviving copies of the book of commandments occur in a di-
versity of bindings many obviously homemade a reflection of
the salvaged nature of the book

despite some argument to the contrary eg david whit-
mer s address to all believers in the book of mormon rich-
mond 1887 p 5 it is clear that the book of command-
ments was incomplete at the time the mormon press was
destroyed the appendix which was to be the final chap-
ter of the book is not included moreover the printer s

manuscript owned by the RLDS church shows that the last
page of the book of commandments ends three fourths of
the way through chapter 65 the manuscript includes the
latter half of this chapter and bears the printer s take sign
around the word ephraim the last word on page 160 leaving
fifteen manuscript lines of the chapter unprinted

just what the completed book of commandments would
have contained is of course conjectural eight revelations
printed in the star do not appear in the book of command-
ments presumably all these were to have been included 52

the RLDS church s printer s manuscript contains two others
sections 66 and 81 that are not printed in either the star

or the book of commandments if the book of command-
ments was to have contained all the sections that appear
in the 1835 doctrine and covenants and that were received

52EMS p 189
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by joseph smith after chapter 65 of the book of command-
ments and before the olive leaf section 88 the latest
revelation included in the star then twenty one additional
chapters were intended for the finished book it would seem
therefore that the completed book of commandments would
havebave contained at least ten and possibly as many as twenty
additional chapters

parts or all of fifteen revelations in the book of com-
mandmentsmandments appear in the star in each case the two printingspaintingsprin tings
are the same all of the chapters in the book of command-
ments are reprinted in the 1835 doctrine and covenants but
with substantial changes

csmhaasmhaCSmHa ctybcatyb cubbCU bb dlcedlcb icnaecna moinrcaMoInRCa
bc nnbannb txdadfb UPB USuslcausicadusicaICa uuaaua

8 handbill dated december 12 1833.118331183518331833.1855183511855118531

liberty mo 1833

broadside

9 the evening and the morning star extra kirtland
ohio february 1834

kirtland 1834.18341854

broadsheet 31.7317317517 x 24.2242242 cm in two columns

no copy of the missouri printing of the december 12
1833 handbill item 8 has been located its existence is
established however by several contemporary references the
second petition to the president of the united states

dated at liberty missouri april 10 1834 refers to the hand-
bill a copy of which accompanied the petition 53 in a letter
written february 10 1834 oliver cowdery remarks

I1 received a long circular or handbill this evening from
zion written by our brethren in that country and printed
I1 shall have it set out and sent extra star 54

and the star extra item 9 that reprints the handbill con-
tains two references to the original

an educated guess can be made about the place the hand

HC 1483
0 cowdery to S W denton kirtland 10 february 1834 CL
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bill was printed after the star office was destroyed the
press was put into operation by messrs kelly and davis
who began publishing the upper missouri enquirer in jan-
uary 1834 the enquirer advertised for job printing in its
january 25 issue and W W phelps did have some business
with this shop as shown by oliver cowdery s inquiry of
january 21 1834 about phelps s dealings with the new
office in liberty 55 so it seems probable that the original
handbill was printed at the shop of the upper missouri en-
quirer in liberty missouri late in december 1833 or in
january 1834

the february 1834 star extra item 9 contains to-
gether with two comments by oliver cowdery editor of the
star the reprinted text of the missouri handbill entitled the
mormonscormonsMormons so called and signed parley pratt newell knight
john carrill corrill december 12 1833 beginning with
a brief reference to the mormon emigration into jackson
county the handbill recounts the events leading up to the
destruction of the star office the agreement of the mormonscormons
to leave jackson by april 1 1834 and their violent expulsion
in november 1833 this account largely agrees at a num-
ber of points word for word with the corresponding part
in parley pratt s history of the late persecution item 51
making it clear that parley pratt actually wrote the handbill
and used it five years later in composing his history of the
late persecution it is a bibliographical milestone therefore
signaling the entrance into print of one of mormondom s

most gifted writers the extra itself is a valuable source
supplying some details of the jackson county difficulties
not readily available elsewhere

item 9 USICus1c

10 verily I1 say unto you concerning your brethren first
line of text

kirtland 1834

broadsheet 32 x 19.5195 cm in two columns

11 verily thus saith the lord unto you who have assembled
first line of text

00 cowdery to W W phelps and J whitmer 21 january 1834 CL
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kirtland 1834

broadsheet 32 x 22 cm in two columns

12 behold blessed saith the lord are they first line of
text

kirtland 1834

broadside 24.6246246 x 17.8178 cm in two columns

the first of the two broadsheetsbroad sheets above item 10 con-
sists of the revelation given to joseph smith december 16
1833 now section 101 explaining the loss of mormon lands
in jackson county missouri only the text of the revelation is
contained in the broadsheet there is no title imprint or ad-
ditionalditional explanatory text it would appear that this was printed
late in december 1833 or early in january 1834 the
gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph for january 24 1834 printed the revela-
tion as in the broadsheet except for modifications in punctua-
tion and paragraphing preceded by the comment that

soon after the above accounts of the mormon removal from
jackson county were received at the head quarters of the
mormon prophet in this county the following document

which they call a revelation was printed and privately
circulated among the deluded followers of the imposter
smith

the second broadsheet item 11 consists of two revela-
tions to joseph smith what is now section 881126881 126 the olive
leaf revealed december 27 1832 and section 89 the word
of wisdom mormondom s rule of health received february
27 1833 the identical type faces and overall similarity in
format together with the differences differing column widths
and center rules I1 suggest that the two broadsheetsbroadsheets were printed
about the same time but not as a pair on the mormon press
in kirtland in any case the second broadsheet was printed
after december 18 1833 when the kirtland press began
operation

As far as is known none of the three revelations included
in these two broadsheetsbroad sheets appeared earlier in print with the
exception of the last three paragraphs of the broadsheet ver-
sion of the olive leaf which were printed in the evening
and the morning star february 1833 with a few minor
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differences all three revelations appear in the 1835 doctrine
and covenants as sections 97 7 and 80 respectively text-
ually the same as in their broadsheet printingspaintingsprin tings in the 1835
and subsequent editions of the doctrine and covenants how-
ever additional material is added at the end of the broad-
sheet text of the olive leaf that material appears in
the present edition as verses 12741127 41 presumably this added
portion was not a part of the olive leaf as originally
sent to W W phelps by joseph smith january 14 1833 56

for when he printed the extract in the february 1833 star
phelps remarked that this was the concluding paragraph
of a late revelation A part of the added portion was pub-
lished separately in the march 1833 issue of the star

the broadside item 12 contains the text of the revela-
tion now printed as section 59 revealed to joseph smith
august 7 1831 it outlines a standard of conduct for the
saints with emphasis on the observance of the sabbath in
format the broadside is similar to the broadsheetsbroad sheets except
that the text begins with an enlarged boldface letter B and
is divided into numbered verses again only the text of the
revelation is printed without a title date or additional ma-
terial this revelation appeared earlier in the star july 1832
and as chapter 60 in the book of commandments its text
in the book of commandments which also commences with
a boldface B is identical to that in the broadside includ-
ing an identical division into numbered verses it also appears
in the 1835 doctrine and covenants as section 19 with
one grammatical change a number of changes in punctuation
and a different versification there is little doubt that the
broadside is a kirtland imprint the boldface B is the font
of the kirtland press rather than that of the independence
press and the center rule is the same as that in the second
broadsheet since the broadside employs the earlier text inin the
book of commandments and generally follows the format
of the two broadsheetsbroadsheets it was probably printed early in 1834
about the same time as the broadsheetsbroadsheets

items 10 and 11 UPB
item 12 USIC

13 sidney rigdon and oliver cowdery

HC 1316
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dear brethren signed and dated at end sidney
rigdon oliver cowdery kirtland ohio may 10 18541834

kirtland 1834.18341854

broadsheet 31.5315515 x 19.4194194 cm

this important document was actually written by oliver
cowdery it is copied into his letterbookletterbook now in the huntingt-
on library under the title circular to the churches written
by oliver cowdery generally overlooked by historians in
the past it is vital to an understanding of zion s camp in-
asmuch as it expresses the mormonscormons assumptions and expec-
tations at the outset of the expedition

dated five days after joseph smith and the main body
of zion s camp left kirtland the circular states that upon
the arrival of the camp in missouri the brethren there will
inform the governor daniel dunklin that they are ready
to move back upon their jackson county lands the gover-
nor is bound to call out the militia and take them back the
circular continues and has informed our brethren of his
readiness so to do previous to this time the circular goes
on to explain that after the militia has escorted the mormonscormons
back to their lands the jackson county saints together with
zion s camp will be enough to maintain the ground after
the militia has been discharged

mainly the circular is an appeal to those in the various
branches of the church to join zion s camp and contribute
funds to sustain the saints in missouri until new crops can
be put in and harvested additional men are needed the
circular explains so that mormonscormons moving between missouri
and ohio can do so in groups large enough for their protec-
tion and so that a sufficient number of saints in missouri
can be maintained when some need to return to kirtland

USIC

14 the evening and the morning star extra kirtland ohio
august 1834 an appeal signed at end WW
phelps david whitmer john whitmer edward par-
tridge john corrill isaac morley parley P pratt lyman
wight newell knight thomas B marsh simeon car-
ter calvin beebe missouri united states july 18541834
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kirtland 1834.18341854

broadsheet 32.9329329529 x 25 cm in two columns

this appeal was composed by the leaders of the church
in missouri in july 1834 and sent to kirtland for printing 5717

it was published both inin the august 1834 issue of the star
and as an extra copies of the extra were mailed to various
newspapers and reprinted in some eg the columbia mis-
souri intelligencer and boons lick advertiser for october
11 1834

alluding to the events accompanying the expulsion of
the mormonscormons from jackson county and the futile attempts
to obtain redress the appeal quotes from the book of com-
mandmentsmandments to show that the saints are forbidden to obtain
redress by the shedding of blood and asks the leaders of the
nation for a peaceful restoration of the mormonscormons rights to
own land in jackson county and to worship as they please
it further declares that a gathering has begun in missouri
for the purpose of building a holy city and urges an honest
examination of mormon principles in conclusion it pleads
for peace and for the protection of the saints wherever they
they might be

both texts of the appeal in the extra and in the august
1834 star are printed from a rearrangement of the same
type setup

USIC

15 latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland
ohio october 1834 september 1837

monthly 3 vols 36 whole nos 576 ppap 23 cm

at the council meeting in kirtland september 11 1833
where the decision was reached to establish a press in that
city it was also resolved that the star would be continued
there temporarily and at some future time a kirtland peri-
odical would be commenced entitled the latter day saints
messenger and advocate 56 one year later the twenty fourth
issue of the star september 1834 announced the imple-
mentation of this decision

heman C smith p 295
HCSHC 1409
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As this number closes the second volume of the star the
publishers have thought proper to issue another paper en-
titled the latter day saints messenger and advocate upon
the same size sheet in octavo form for the more easy and
convenient purpose of binding
As the evening and the morning star was designed to be
published at missouri it was considered that another name
would be more appropriate for a paper in this place con-
sequently as the name of this church has lately been en-
titled the church of the latter day saints and since it is
destined at least for a season to bear the reproach and
stigma of this world it is no more than just that a paper
disseminating the doctrines believed by the same and advo-
cating its character and rights should be entitled MES-
SENGER AND ADVOCATE

in october 1834 the first number of the messenger and ad-
vocate appeared and for the next three years it issued month-
ly from the mormon press in kirtland As with its prede-
cessor one dollar purchased a year s subscription

oliver cowdery continued as editor of the messenger and
advocate for the first eight issues in may 1835 he was
replaced by john whitmer apparently because of cowdery s

increased responsibilities resulting from his appointment as
an assistant president of the church in december 1834 59

whitmer served as editor for the next ten issues june 1835
to march 1836 despite the statement in oliver cowdery s

valedictory in the may 1835 messenger and advocate that
john whitmer would conduct the paper from missouri
whitmer remained in kirtland during the time he was editor
and was active in the printing office 60 W W phelps was
also in kirtland during this period and it is apparent from
his diary and from the number of articles in the messenger
and advocate signed with his boldface initial PY that phelps
performed a substantial part of the editorial labors 61 oliver
cowdery again assumed the editorial chair in march 1836
presumably because of the return of phelps and whitmer
to missouri and the messenger and advocate listed him as
editor for ten issues whole numbers 192819 28 april 1836
january 1837 it was oliver cowdery s brother warren

5hahHCC 21721766
HC 2227 234 238 24344243 44 27778277 78 281 283 291 304 356 364

411 430 434 436 W W phelps to sally phelps 14 november 1835
as quoted in JH 14 november 1835

diary of W W phelps 1835 MS USIC
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A cowdery however who carried the editorial burden during
this period 6212 he officially became the editor with the feb-
ruary 1837 issue whole number 29 serving until the
messenger and advocate ceased publication in september
1837

the changes in ownership of the kirtland printing office
are reflected in the messenger and advocate s publishers F
G williams and company is listed as the publisher of the
first nineteen numbers and oliver cowdery as editor and
proprietor of whole numbers 212821 28 J smith jr and S rig-
don appear as publishers of the next two issues and william
marks is listed as publisher and proprietor of whole numbers
313431 34 no publisher is indicated for the last two numbers

each issue of the messenger and advocate consists of six-
teen pages octavo in size printed in double columns the
entire file comprises three volumes of twelve numbers each
the whole continuously paged the paper was a monthly
but on a number of occasions it appeared very late a fact
that must be kept in mind when one attempts to date a par-
ticular event from its pages the first issue for example
carries an apology for its delay and in a letter to his wife
november 14 1835 W W phelps remarks that the mes-
senger and advocate has been and is yet five or six weeks
behind its time 11363 this delay continued for the january
1836 issue contains a letter dated february 1 the first issue
of the third volume indicates that the publishers had hoped
to begin publishing the messenger and advocate as a semi-
monthly but abandoned the idea because of so many unpaid
subscriptions

the prospectus of the messenger and advocate printed in
the last issue of the star announced that the authors of com-
munications published in the messenger and advocate would
be identified by name during the first eight issues this policy
was fairly well followed starting with the ninth issue how-
ever a number of articles and hymns are signed with the ini-
tials P C and R in boldface designating W W
phelps oliver cowdery and sidney rigdon respectively
from the nineteenth issue on frequent contributions of warren
A cowdery occur signed with a W

MA p 569
W W phelps to sally phelps 14 november 1835
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the messenger and advocate is a basic source for the
study of the ohio period of mormonism in its pages are
found doctrinal essays official statements of the church
leaders announcements and minutes of conferences and meet-
ings news of the progress of the church in kirtland and
elsewhere responses to anti mormon attacks and letters from
the elders in outlying branches of the church eight of the
first thirteen numbers for example print letters from oliver
cowdery to W W phelps that contain the first published
account of the birth of mormonism

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B ivv 121 2 MH v 121 2 miu C moinrc
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16 evening and morning star independence mo and kirt-
land ohio june 18321852 september 1834 kirtland jan-
uary 1835 october 183611836.118361836.185618561

2 vols 24 whole nos 384 ppap 24 cm

the final number of the evening and the morning star
september 1834 announced in a prospectus that the entire

two volumes of the star would be reprinted by F G williams
and company in octavo format suitable for binding and that
at least two numbers of the reprint would be issued each
month commencing that november at two dollars for the
two volumes payable in advance despite the positiveness of
this announcement the first issue of the reprinted star did
not appear until january 1835 four more issues came off
the press during the next five months only one further issue
appeared during the nine months following undoubtedly
because of the printing of the 1835 doctrine and covenants
and the 1835 hymnal and then between april and october
1836 the remaining eighteen issues were reprinted completcomplect
ting the two volumes

oliver cowdery conducted the reprinting of the star his
name appears as the publisher of the last thirteen issues of
the reprint and a statement at the end of the first reprinted
issue regarding changes in the revelations is signed by him as
editor of the messenger and advocateadvocated141.414

see also 0 cowdery to N K whitneywhimWhitmeyaey 4 february 1835 whitney
MSS UPB
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the reprinted star bears a shortened name evening and
morning star it consists of twenty four sixteen page octavo
issuesissues in double columns and continuously paged the for-
mat of the messenger and advocate rather than of the original
star more important the content of the reprint differs from
that of the original first there are additions the text of
the prospectus of the evening and the morning star item 2

is added to the first reprinted issue the first and third re-
printed issues contain statements regarding changes in the
revelations four hymns not in the original are added to the
fifth and sixth issues the fifth reprinted issue contains an
apology for its delay because of the printing of a book of
much importance the 1835 doctrine and covenants and
the seventh reprinted issue includes both an assurance that
the reprinting will soon be completed and an announcement
that a bindery will shortly be established there are also
omissions the article worldly matters is deleted from the
first reprinted issue and hosea ch ill111iiiliiili and the poem
the body Is but chaff from the second generally much

of the material appearing in the original is rearranged in the
reprinted star for example the minutes of the may 3 1834
conference at which the name of the church was changed
originally printed in the twentieth number of the evening
and the morning star are in the twenty second issue of the
reprint

the more difficult problem however involves textual
changes A curious one occurs in the article the gather-
ing in the sixth issue here the population of the jackson
county saints is originally given as 465 church members and
345 nonmembersmembersnon and children while in the reprint these
figures are changed to 472 and 358 respectively the most
significant changes of course are those in the printed revela-
tions apart from numerous grammatical improvements these
changes mainly reflect additions to the church s govern-
mental structure and adjustments in the implementation of
the law of consecration the prospectus for the reprint as
well as the statements in the first and third reprinted issuesissues

pass these changes off simply as corrections of typographical
and copying errors but this seems less than candid in view
of the letter of joseph smith sidney rigdon and F G
williams june 25 1833 that mentions typographical errors
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in the book of commandments and lists only four obvious
and minor ones 65

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B DLC MH miu C mohi moinrc
NN oclwhi UPB USIC UU

17 northern times kirtland ohio february 1835

weekly 54 cm

the idea of a mormon political newspaper dates as early
as 1833 on november 29 1833 oliver cowdery wrote to
horace kingsbury that we shall print the democrat in this
place kirtland as circumstances render it impossible to print
it elsewhere we shall draw a prospectus soon 66 and six
days later joseph smith wrote to edward partridge we
expect shortly to publish a political paper weekly in favor
of the present administration for thereby we can show
the public the purity of our intention in supporting the govern-
ment under which we live 6717 not until over a year later
however did these hopes materialize in february 1835 the
northern times appeared to a chorus of derisive welcomes
from other local newspapers eg the PainesPamespameypainesvillepamesvillegainesvilleville telegraph
february 20 1835 and the chardon spectator and geaughgeauga
gazette february 21 1835 the chardon spectator subse-
quently remarked that the times had previously appeared
as two little black half sheets under the same title just
before our late fall 1834 election 68 whether this refers
to a northern times prospectus or an abortive attempt to
launch the times or is simply a spectator error is not known

only three complete issues of the times and fragments
of two others are extant spanning the period august 7 1835
to january 13 1836 the exact date of the first issueissue and the
length of the newspaper s life are unknown the surviving
issues indicate that the times was a six column four page
weekly printed on the kirtland press by F G williams and
company with oliver cowdery as its first editor 69 in may

HC 1364
0 0 cowdery to H kingsbury kirtland 29 november 1833 CL
jhcHC7hc 1450511450 51

chardon spectator aindaitd geaughgeauga gazette 28 february 1835 as quoted in
max H parkin mormon political involvement in ohio BYU studies
91969 489

northern times 9 october 1835 gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville telegraph 20 february
1835
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1835 frederick G williams was appointed to edit the times
but it is apparent from oliver cowdery s correspondence that
cowdery remained the guiding spirit and from W W
phelps s diary that at least in june 1835 phelps was doing
much of the editorial work 70

A partisan newspaper reflecting the democratic inclina-
tion of the mormonscormonsMormons the times printed local and national
news editorialized on local state and national political ques-
tions and endorsed candidates for public office the issues
of october 2 and 9 1835 urged the local residents to the
polls to vote the democratic ticket in the upcoming county
election and prominently displayed an ad supporting martin
van buren for president and richard M johnson for vice
president thirteen months before the national election

ctyacty v 1 nos 27282927 2829 oct 1835 UPB v 1 no 197
aug 1835 first leaf USICus1c v 1 no 362 dec 1835 and
v 1 no 4213 jan 1836 first leaf

18 parley parker pratt

A short account of a shameful outrage committed by a
part of the inhabitants of the town of mentor upon the
person of elder parley P pratt while delivering a pub-
lic discourse upon the subject of the gospel april 7thath
1835

kirtland 18185518353 5

11 ppap 18718.7187cmcm

while the other members of the newly called quorum
of the twelve apostles were preparing for their first mission
as a quorum parley pratt visited the town of mentor five
miles northeast of kirtland on a preaching expedition with
disastrous results this little pamphlet describes the incident

the first section tells of parley s return to mentor in
order to fill an appointment to preach two days after his
initial visit commencing his discourse on the steps of the
campbellite meetinghouse parley was soon greeted by the
local band who played as loudly and competitively as they
could when it became apparent that their music would not

HC 2227 0 cowdery to john A bryan 15 october 1835 CL
0 cowdery to william kennon 15 october 1835 CL 0 cowdery to
R M johnson 30 october 1835 CL diary of W W phelps
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drive him from the meetinghouse steps the musicians peltedbelted
parley with eggs thereby hastening the close of his sermon

the second section of the pamphlet contains a summary
of parley s discourse on the occasionoccasion the third includes a
few editorial remarks and the fourth provides another ac-
count by one who signs himself A new englander

A brief description of the incident isis also given inin parley
pratt s autobiography 1874 pages 13839138 39

one s expectation that the pamphlet was printed on the
mormon press in kirtland isis confirmed by a comparison of
the pamphlet s type face with that of the evening and the
morning star for example the characteristic type of the
phrase town of mentor in the pamphlet s title agrees with that
of the word prospectus on the last page of the star

USIC

19 parley parker pratt

the millennium a poem to which is added hymns and
songs on variousvarious subjects new and interesting adapted
to the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times

boston printed for elder parley P pratt author and
proprietor 1835

52 ppap 14.7147 cm

the preface of this first book of mormon poetry explains
that the millennium was written in about two months
while journeying the distance of ten or twelve hundred miles
and preaching almost daily and also attending seven or eight
missionary conferences of the elders of the church this
clearly refers to the missionary journey of the twelve apostles
that extended from may 4 to september 26 1835 during
which parley pratt twice visited the city of boston 71

the book is comprised of the millennium a long
narrative poem in six chapters appp 9309 30 eleven hymns
appp 315231 52 and a preface appp 575 7 that seems to have been
written mainly by someone other than parley pratt the
millennium outlines the major gospel events from the dis

parley pratt autobiography new york 1874 ppap 13840138 40 HC 2222
283
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persion of israel to the millennial reign of jesus christ and
is more important as an early expression of mormon thought
than as a piece of poetry

each item in this 1835 publication is reprinted in parley
pratt s less rare millennium and other poems new
york 1840 parts of the millennium are included in his
voice of warning 1837 pages 121 159 16871168 71 and 192
eight of the eleven hymns appear in the first european mor-
mon hymnal A collection of sacred hymns manches-
ter 1840 and one of these hymns ye chosen twelve
to you are given is maintained in the current LDS hymnal

DLC USIC

20 theology lecture first on the doctrine of the church
of the latter day saints of faith

kirtland 1835.1835

broadside 36 x 26 cm in three columns

this broadside comprises the first of the seven lectures
on faith that begin the 1835 doctrine and covenants A
comparison of broken type shows that the broadside was
printed from a rearrangement of the same type setup used
to print the first lecture in the 1835 doctrine and covenants
and the few changes that occur between the two suggest
that the broadside is the earlier printing the doctrine and
covenants was in the press in june 1835 so the broadside
was apparently struck off about this time for advanced dis-
tributiontribution

only a single copy of this item is extant in the possession
of william powell a private collector in california photo-
copies are at UPB and USIC

21 doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day
saints carefully selected from the revelations of god
and compiled by joseph smith junior oliver cowdery
sidney rigdon frederick G williams presiding elders
of said church proprietors

kirtland ohio printed by F G williams & co for the
proprietors 1835
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iv5iva 257 xxvxiv ppap 15 cm

A second effort to publish the revelations in book form
was specifically launched at a meeting of the high council
at kirtland september 24 1834 after some preliminary
business

the council then proceeded to appoint a commiteecommateecomm itee to ar-
range the items of the doctrine of jesus christ for the gov-
ernment of the church of latter day saints these items
are to be taken from the bible book of mormon and the
revelations which have been given to the church up to this
date or that shall be given until such arrangements are
made
councilor samuel H smith nominated president joseph
smith jun oliver cowdery sidney rigdon and frederick
G williams to compose said committee which was seconded
by councilor hyrum smith the councilorscouncillorsCounci lors then gave their
vote in the affirmative which was also agreed to by the
whole conference

the council then decided that said committee after arrang-
ing and publishing said book of covenants have the
avails of the same 72

in may 1835 W W phelps was added to this commit-
tee 7371 joseph smith oliver cowdery sidney rigdon and
phelps of course were members of the original literary
firm that undertook the publishing of the book of command-
ments frederick G williams church printer and a scribe to
joseph smith as well as one of the first presidency appar-
ently was added to the firm in march 183318318518531855 3 tat4 phelps s

correspondence and a reference in joseph smith s history
make it clear that the publishing of the 1835 doctrine and
covenants was also the literary firm s enterprise 75

A printer s manuscript for the 1835 doctrine and coven-
ants has not been found the manuscript volume kirtland
revelations now in the LDS church historian s library
contains a number of the revelations printed in the 1835
doctrine and covenants in addition it bears some corrections
in the handwriting of joseph smith that are consistent with the
1835 doctrine and covenants as well as the notation to go

ah2hHCC 21652165

HC 2227 diary of W W phelps
doctrine and covenants section 92

HC 2434 W W phelps to sally phelps kirtland 16 september
1835 as quoted in JH 16 september 1835
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into the covenants by a few of the revelations these facts
suggest that kirtland revelations was used in the prepara-
tion of a printer s manuscript incidentally oliver cowdery s

copy of the book of commandments bearing his handwritten
corrections for a second edition surfaced momentarily thirty
years ago

A notice in the fifth issue of the evening and morning
star indicates that the doctrine and covenants was in the
press in june 1835 by august 17 1835 when joseph
smith and frederick G williams were in michigan it
was complete enough that it could be presented by oliver
cowdery sidney rigdon and W W phelps to a general
assembly of the church for approval the august 1835
issue of the messenger and advocate which includes the
minutes of this august 17 general assembly announced that

the doctrine and covenants is nearly ready for sale
at any rate it may be expected in the course of a month
as one thousand copies have already been delivered to the
binder by mid september the first copies were delivered
by the cleveland binder writing to his wife from kirtland
september 16 1835 W W phelps remarked

we received some of the commandments from cleveland
last week I1 shall try and send 100 copies to the saints in
zion this fall by brother william tippets hebe starts next
week I1 know there are 100 saints who will have their dol-
lar ready when he arrivesarrives for a book we put them at a
dollar in order to help us a little considering how much
we have lost by the jackson mob I1 would not be without
one for 5005.00500 david whitmer and samuel H smith
have been appointed general agents for the literary firm
to take and sell books among the extensive branches of the
church etc 76

the book s preface appp ilijiiiiiij iv signed by joseph smith
oliver cowdery sidney rigdon and F G williams feb-
ruary 17 1835 alludes to the aversion in the minds of some
against receiving anything purporting to be articles of religious
faith and defends the book as a needed statement of the
beliefs of the latter day saints who have been so widely
misrepresented years later david whitmer in his address
to all believers inin christ richmond 1887 described his

W W phelps to sally phelps 16 september 1835
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opposition to the doctrine and covenants because it enun-
ciated a creed for the latter day saints

the first main part of the book appp aj57455j 74 is occupied
with the seven lectures on faith these lectures delivered
before the school of the elders in kirtland during the preced-
ing winter cover such basic doctrines as the necessity and
effect of faith the attributes of god jesus christ and the
holy ghost man s relationship to god and the nature of
salvation with supporting citations from the bible book
of mormon and in some cases the book of commandments
three of these lectures appeared earlier in print the first
as a broadside item 20 and the fifth and sixth in the may
1835 messenger and advocate exactly who authored the
lectures is not clear although sidney rigdon is a possibility
in any case their final form bears the influence of joseph
smith who in his history remarks during the month of
january 185518351835 1I was engaged in the school of the elders
and in preparing the lectures on theology for publication in
the book of doctrine and covenants tat7 the lectures
on faith were maintained in the various LDS editions of
the doctrine and covenants until 1921

the second main part of the book appp 752577575j 257 con-
tains 100 revelations spanning the period july 1828 to march
28 1835 as sections 141 4 and 61006 100 with two sections er-
roneously numbered 66 the minutes of the organization of
the first high council february 17 1834 as section 5

an article on marriage and an article on government and laws
in general as sections 101 and 102 and the minutes of the
august 17 1835 general assembly the sixty five chapters
in the book of commandments are reprinted in the doctrine
and covenants with substantial changes consistent with those
changes made in the revelations in reprinting the evening
and the morning star ten of the chapters in the book of
commandments are combined into three sections of the doc-
trine and covenants so that fifty eight sections actually com-
prise that portion originally published in the book of com-
mandmentsmandments traditionally the articles on marriage and gov-
ernment have been attributed to oliver cowdery these were
read at the general assembly of august 17 1835 and ac-
cepted as part of the doctrine and covenants the article

WHCC 21802180
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on marriage appeared in all LDS editions until 1876 while
the article on government is still included as section 134 the
minutes of the general assembly occur only in the 1835
edition an index comprises pages i xxiiixviii and page xxvxiv con-
tains errata

apparently the changes in the printed revelations troubled
a certain few of the brethren at a meeting of the high
council at far west april 24 1837 david W patten
charged lyman wight with teaching false doctrines among
others that the book of doctrine and covenants was a te-
lestial law and the book of commandments a part of the
revelations printed in jackson county was a celestial law
wight was censured for these teachings and directed to ac-
knowledge his error to the churches where he had preached 78

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B DLC ichi ICN ihiihl MH miu C

moinrc MWA nip NN OCHP oclwhi txdadf
UPB USIC UU

22 A collection of sacred hymns for the church of the
latter day saints selected by emma smith

kirtland ohio printed by F G williams & co 1835

iv5iva 121 v ppap 11 cm

the first mormon hymnal has its beginnings in the
revelation through joseph smith to his wife emma july
1830 section 25 in which she is directed to make a
selection of hymns apparently emma complied for ten
months later at a conference in independence missouri
may 1 1832 it was ordered that W W phelps correct
and print the hymns which had been selected by emma smith
in fulfilmentfulfillment of the revelation 70 the destruction of the
press in independence delayed the printing of the hymns
and it was not until the printing of the doctrine and coven-
ants was completed that phelps again turned his attention
to the hymnal on september 11 1835 phelps wrote to
his wife sally 1 I am now revising hymns for a hymn book 80

HC 2481822481 82

HC 1270 cf JH 30 april 18321832.1852
W W phelps to sally phelps 11 september 1835 microfilm filo at

genealogical society library salt lake city
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three days later at a meeting of the church authorities in
kirtland phelps s efforts were officially sanctioned when
it was decided that sister emma smith proceed to make a
selection of sacred hymns according to the revelation and
that president W W phelps be appointed to reviserevise and ar-
range them for printing 81 quite clearly the prime respon-
sibilitysibi lity for the hymnal rested on phelps

ebenezer robinson the typesetter in the messenger and
advocate office remembered fifty years later that the hymns
were printing at the same time as the doctrine and coven-
ants 8212 what this means most likely is that the printing of
the hymns commenced shortly after the completion of the
printing of the doctrine and covenants probably around the
middle of september the printing proceeded slowly writi-
ng to his wife on november 14 18351855 phelps complained
of the backlog in the printing office remarking that the
hymn book is not likely to progress as fast as I1 wish 83

two hymns the spirit of god like a fire Is burning
and the glorious day Is rolling on both in the 1835
hymnal are printed in the january 1836 messenger and
advocate and even though the february march and august
1836 issues of the messenger and advocate print hymns
none of these is included in the hymnal the implications
are that the hymnal was still in the press when the january
1836 messenger and advocate was issued sometime in feb-
ruary but was finished soon after

the hymnal contains ninety hymns appp 512151215 121 follow-
ing a preface appp iii iv that was certainly written by
phelps As in all the mormon hymnals prior to 1889 except
the 1844 little gardner hymnal only the words are printed
no music is included of the ninety hymns forty two had
appeared earlier in the evening and the morning star the
evening and morning star and the messenger and advocate
helen hanks macare has found thirty four to be of mormon
authorship twenty six by W W phelps three by parley P
pratt one by thomas B marsh and parley pratt and one
each by eliza R snow edward partridge philo dibble and
william C gregg seventeen of the borrowed hymns are

HC 2273
12 return june 1889 p 88

W W phelps to sally phelps 14 november 1835 as quoted in JH
14 november 1835
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by isaac watts 84 and because of the predominance of bap-
tist hymns among those borrowed Ms macare suggests that

the hymnal would appear to be based on a baptist book
perhaps on one current among the campbellitesCampbellites 84 twenty
nine of the hymns almost a third of this first collection
appear in the present LDS hymnal

csmhcsmi ctyacty miu C moinrc txdadf UPB USIC UU

23 references to the book of mormon

kirtland 1835

iv ppap 17.5175175 cm in double columns

this four page item is usually found tipped into a copy
of the 1830 book of mormon typographically it closely
resembles the products of the messenger and advocate press
for example the old english type in the word references
matches that in the word index on page i of the 1835 doc-
trine and covenants since it does apply to the first edition
it was undoubtedly printed before the second edition of the
book of mormon went to press in the winter of 1836371836 37
and in view of the activity of the kirtland school of the
elders and the mormon press in 1835 it was probably prin-
ted about this time

its title is misleading rather than being a set of refer-
ences it is really a book by book outline or an extended table
of contents for the first edition of the book of mormon the
collector should note that the presence of this item in an
1830 book of mormon doubles the value of the book

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBculscuisCU B13 ICN moinrc MWA NN OCHP
oclwhi UPB USIC

24 extract from the new translation of the bible it being
the 24th chapter of matthew but in order to show the
connection we will commence with the last verse of the
23rd chapter viz at end published for the benefit
of the saints

helen hanks macare the singing saints a study of the mormon hym-
nal 183519501855195018351855 19501900 phd dissertation university of california at los angeles
1961
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kirtland 1835

broadside 31531.5515 x 20 cm in two columns within an or-
namentalnamental border

this broadside prints matthew chapter 24 as revised by
joseph smith in the spring of 183183118511851 8515 two manuscripts
containing this text are in the possession of the RLDS church
the original manuscript NT 1 and a copy made by john
whitmer in the summer of 1831 with later corrections by
joseph smith NT 2 855 the broadside differs at a number
of points from both NT I11 and NT 2 but generally follows
NT LI1 86 it also differs from the version of matthew 24 in
the holy scriptures planopianopianoplano 1867 that employs NT 2 with
a small number of insignificant improvements and from the
version in the pearl of great price liverpool 1851 that
mainly follows NT 1 but embodies three significant mod-
ifications written into NT 2

considerable debate has taken place over the date this
broadside was printed some have suggested that it was pub-
lished in nauvoo in 1842 or 1843 to refute the teachings
of william miller that the second advent would be april 3

1843 and it is so entered in C K byrd s bibliography of
illinois imprints chicago 1966 no 782 on the other
hand there are reasons for believing thatdialdiat it was printed
earlier of all the early mormon presses the typeface of the
messenger and advocate press most closely resembles that
of the broadside in addition the text of joseph smith s

revision of matthew 24 is printed in john corrill s brief
history of the church of christ of latter day saints st
louis 1839 exactly as in the broadside except for one omis-
sion and improvements in punctuation and capitalization
corrill introduces the text with the peculiar phrase the
twenty fourth chapter of matthew but in order to shew the
connection I1 will commence with the last verse of the twenty
third chapter viz suggesting that he took his version from
the broadside these considerations together with the activ-
ity of the mormon press in 1835 have led me to list this
broadside tentatively as an 1835 kirtland imprint

richard P howard restoration scriptures independence mo 1969
ppap 84ff

186I am grateful to richard P howard for detailed comparisons of the
manuscripts with the broadside
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the two extant copies of the broadside differ in the or-
namentalna border but a comparison of broken type shows
that the textual portions of both were printed from the
same type setup

ctyacty UPB

25 the twelve apostles the seven presidents of the
seventy elders the first seventy elders the second
seventy elders

kirtland 1836

broadside 31.2312312512 x 20 cm within an ornamental border

the names of the twelve apostles and the seven presi-
dents of the first council of the seventy as initially chosen
in february 1835 are listed in this broadside together with
those of the first and second quorums of seventies A prod-
uct of the messenger and advocate press it was apparently
printed after the second quorum was selected february 3

1836 and before the excommunication of charles kelley
one of the first quorum of seventies on may 23 1836 8717

UPB USIC

26 prayer at the dedication of the lord s house in kirtl-
and ohio march 27 1836 by joseph smith jr
president of the church of the latter day saints

kirtland 1836.18361856

broadsheet 28 x 18.4184 cm

A detailed account of the dedication of the kirtland tem-
ple appears in the messenger and advocate for march 1836
and a rearrangement of the same type setup used to print
the dedicatory prayer in this issue of the messenger and ad-
vocate was also used to print the broadsheet entered here
in his diary now in the LDS church historian s library under
the date saturday march 19 1836 oliver cowdery records

I1 met inin the president s room pres J smith jr S rig-
don my brother W A cowdery & elder W parrish and

HC 2391 44244442 44
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assisted in writing a prayer for the dedication of the
lord s house

the prayer appears inin all the LDS editions of the doctrine
and covenants since 1876 as section 109 differing at two
or three points from the text in the broadsheet

USIC

27 oliver cowdery

supplement of J seixas manual hebrew grammar for
the kirtland ohio theological institution

new york printed by west & trow for J smith jun
S rigdon 0 cowdery 1836

vi7via all5113ll31l ppap 1515cmcm

the imprint date and pagination of this entry are taken
from a note by the late dale morgan who twentyfivetwenty five years
ago examined a copy at the RLDS church library that has
since disappeared the only presently known copy at the
brigham young university library lacks the lower fifth
of the title page deleting the date of publication it also
collates 2 pl 13117311731117117 511all31l3ll so possibly it is missing the second
or third leaf

the elders in kirtland were deeply involved in the study
of hebrew in the early part of 1836 between january 26
and march 29 1836 they were instructed by a professional
teacher joshua seixas but after this there was little apparent
activity in hebrew study 88 precisely when this supplement
was published is not clear it is asserted in the preface that
the book was prepared expressly for the kirtland elders sug-
gesting that it was published about the time seixas was con-
ducting his course

the preface appp 787 8 written by oliver cowdery in-
dicates that the lessons in the book were abridged by seixas
from his manual hebrew grammar two editions andover
1833 and 1834 and arranged in book form by cowdery as
a help to the beginning student the main portion appp

9191279279 27 consists of this seriesserlesseriesserles of grammatical lessons and

HHCC 2255523552355ff3 5 5 ff
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the first chapter of genesis in hebrew runs from the verso
of page 31 to page 28

UPB

28 latter day saints messenger and advocate extra kirtl-
and geaugageaugh county ohio july 25 1836 to john
thornton esq peter rogers esq andrew robertson
esq james T V thompson esq col william T
wood doce woodson J moss james M hughs esq
david R atchison esq and A W doniphan esq
gentlemen signed at end sidney rigdon joseph
smith jr 0 cowdery EF G williams hyrum smith

kirtland 1836.18361856

broadside 54 x 20 cm in three columns

at a public meeting in liberty missouri june 29 1836
a report was issued by a committee of nine named in this
entry s title listing sources of conflict between the citizens
of clay county and the mormonscormons and urging the mormonscormons
to leave the county in order to avoid civil war on july 1

a large group of mormon elders met and agreed to move
to another part of the state the following day the citizens
of clay again met in liberty and acknowledging the mormonscormons
response resolved to assist them in finding a new location

A letter from sidney rigdon joseph smith oliver cow-
dery F G williams and hyrum smith to the committee of
nine in response to their report comprises the messenger and
advocate extra listed here praising the committee s candor
and acknowledging the hospitality of clay county the letter
replies to the various allegations and defends the missouri
saints not in an attempt to dissuade the committee from acting
inin conformity with the resolutions offered to the people of
clay county on the 29th uit but from a sense of duty to a
people embarrassed persecuted and afflicted

the august 1836 messenger and advocate reprints the
minutes of the three meetings the report of the committee
of nine and the letter to the committee the textual portion
of the extra is printed from a rearrangement of the same type
setup used to print the letter in the messenger and advocate

national archives photocopies at moinrc UPB USIC
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29 orson hyde

A prophetic warning to all the churches of every sect
and denomination and to every individual into whose
hands it may fall by 0 hyde preacher of the gospel
and citizen of the united states dated at end toron-
to august 1836

toronto canada 1836

broadside 46.2462 x 29.8298298 cm in three columns

orson hyde s prophetic warning constitutes a bibliograph-
ical milestone it is the first genuine mormon missionary tract
the text of A prophetic warning also appears in the july 1836
issue of the messenger and advocate where it is dated june
16 1836 presumably the date of writing it would seem
therefore that the place and date printed at the end of the
broadside refer to the place and date of publication imply-
ing that the broadside was printed in toronto during hyde s

mission to canada august october 1836

A prophetic warning commences with an argument that the
second advent isis yet to come and asks if the christian world
is prepared it then shows that an apostasy from the primitive
church was foretold by the new testament writers and
argues that the churches of the day have strayed from the
teachings of jesus outlining the events at the second com-
ing it concludes with an appeal to its readers to repent and
be baptized by the authority of jesus christ and even though
it urges baptism by someone with authority nowhere are the
latter day saints specifically mentioned A final paragraph
announces orson hyde s intention to publish an exposition
of the ancient prophecies in book form under the same title
as the broadside

ten months after it was published in canada A prophetic
warning was widely distributed in new york city writing
from new york june 28 1837 three days before he and
elders hyde richards fielding goodson russell and sny-
der sailed for the first british mission heber C kimball
remarked

we have spent most of two days of distridistrictingbiting brother
hides hyde sls prophetic warnings in the city we did up
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about one hundred and fifty in leter form and directed
to every preast of every profession in the city 89

it is conceivable of course that this refers to an unlocated
second printing A revised version of A prophetic warning
was published under the title A timely warning in england
in 1839 item 47 and twice more in the early 1840s

moinrc

30 parley parker pratt

doth our law judge a man before it hear him

kingston canada 1836.18361856

broadside

31 parley parker pratt
printed handbill advertising two meetings

toronto canada 1836.18361856

broadside

neither of the foregoing two items got out by parley pratt
is located our knowledge of them comes from his autobi-
ography 1874 pages 17380173 80

As parley pratt was about to return to kirtland in octo-
ber 1836 after missionaryingmissionarying in canada that spring and
summer his canadian friends urged him to meet a mr caird
an irvingite whose teachings seemed consistent with mormon-
ism and who was creating something of a stir in eastern
canada 90 caird was in kingston at the time and although
parley had a vivid dream that his efforts would be in vain
he delayed his trip home and took the steamer from toronto
to kingston upon arriving in kingston parley attempted
to contact caird but was ignored that evening he went to
hear caird preach and was astonished to hear caird slander
the mormonscormonsMormons next morning parley explains in his auto-
biography

we published a printed handbill with a statement of his
lying and a statement of our doctrine as latter day

heber C kimball to vilate kimball new york city 29 june 1837
microfilm USIC cf HC 4314.43144514

typed extracts from the toronto constitution 21 september 1836 pratt
MSS USIC
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saints we circulated the handbillshand bills in the streets by
hundreds and then sent plenty of them by mail to our
friends in toronto the bill was headed doth our law
judge a man before it hear him

both caird and parley pratt returned to toronto where
caird s friends urged him to meet with parley but caird
refused and continued to misrepresent the saints in his pub-
lic discourses 1 I now applied to wm lyon mckenzie a
printer and editor of the toronto constitution in king
street parley continues in his autobiography

for some large public halls or rooms of his and we
put out a bill advertizingadvertisingadvertizing two meetings and pledging to
the public that we would prove to a demonstration that mr
caird who was now preaching in this city was a false
teacher whom god had never sent and that no believer
in the bible who listened with attention should go away
unconvinced of that fact or the truth of the doctrine of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

twice parley preached above the constitution printing office
satisfying his friends that he had fulfilled his pledge in the
handbill but with no effect on mr caird

32 messenger extra kirtland ohio december 1836 min-
utes of a meeting of the stockholders of the kirtland
safety society bank held on the 2ndand day of november
AD 1836 when the following preamble and articles
were read three times by orson hyde and unanimously
adopted

kirtland 1836.18361856

broadside 32 x 17.5175175 cm in two columns

33 messenger extra march 1837 minutes of a meeting
of the members of the kirtland safety society held
on the 2dad day of january 1837

kirtland 1837.18371857

broadside 48 x 20 cm in two columns

the initial organizational meeting of the kirtland safety
society was held on november 2 1836 articles of agree-
ment were drawn up oliver cowdery was dispatched to
philadelphia to purchase plates to print notes and orson hyde
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was delegated to obtain a bank charter from the state legis-
lature in columbus hyde failed to secure the charter so
the stockholders convened two months after the first
meeting to annul the old constitution and to adopt new ar-
ticles of agreement this time for a note issuing joint stock
company rather than for a chartered bank 91 brief minutes
of these two meetings together with the articles of agree-
ment comprise the two extras listed here

at both meetings sidney rigdon was chairman oliver
cowdery was the clerk of the first while warren parrish
was the secretary of the second generally the two sets of
articles of agreement are the same the second obviously a
modification of the first the first set of articles specifies
the name of the company as the kirtland safety society
bank while the second modifies the name to kirtland
safety society banking company and where the first set
refers to the institution as the bank the second avoids
bank in favor of firm or company both articles

capitalize the company at not less than four million dollars
the second articles eliminate the office of chief clerk pro-
vided for inin the first and while the president is implicitly
the principal officer inin the first set of articles the cashier
appears to be the principal officer in the second until they
withdrew about the first of july 1837 joseph smith was cash-
ier and sidney rigdon was president the major change in
the articles of agreement is the addition in the second set
of two articles dealing with the issuance of bank notes the
first added article binding the stockholders for the redemp-
tion of the notes in addition the march 18371857 extra in-
cludes a list of 187 stockholders

the minutes of the november 2 meeting do not appear
to have been printed elsewhere the january 2 minutes
are included without the list of stockholders in the january
1837 issue of the messenger and advocate and with that list
in the march 1837 issue in fact the march extra is printed
from the same type setup used to print the minutes inin the
march 1837 messenger and advocate

items 32 and 33 USIC

HC 2467682467 68 470 see also R kent fielding the mormon economy
in kirtland ohio utah historical quarterly 271959 33156331 56 max parkin
conflict of the mormonscormonsMormons ppap 21325213 25
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34 the book of mormon an account written by the hand
of mormon upon plates taken from the plates of nephi

translated by joseph smith jr
kirtland ohio printed by 0 cowdery & co for P P
pratt and J goodson 1837

1 pl v vi7via 6192 ppap 14.6146146 cm

A second edition of the book of mormon was contem-
plated as early as the summer of 1833 the letter of joseph
smith sidney rigdon and F G williams to W W phelps
and others june 25 1833 remarks As soon as we can
get time we will review the manuscripts of the book of
mormon after which they will be forwarded to you 9212 and
the july 1833 issue of the evening and the morning star
notices the intention to publish a new edition of the book
of mormon at no very distant period

the destruction of the independence press and the pub-
lishinglishingoflishingofof the 1835 doctrine and covenants the 1835 hymnal
and the evening and morning star delayed a new edition
until late in 1836 but during the winter of 1836371836 37 a
second edition of the book of mormon was printed 93

the preface of the 1837 edition appp v vi signed by
parley pratt and john goodson indicates that inasmuch as
the first edition was out of print they had obtained the
rights to publish 5000 copies of the book of mormon it
further states that in preparation for a new edition the
first edition was carefully examinedreexaminedre and compared with
the original manuscripts by joseph smith and oliver cowdery

richard howard has found that more than 2000 changes
were written into the printer s manuscript of the 1830 book
of mormon and incorporated in the second edition and over
1000 other changes occur in the 1837 edition that were not
recorded in the manuscript 94 it would appear therefore
that the 1837 book of mormon was printed from the cor-
rected printer s manuscript of the first edition and in addition
to the changes made by joseph smith and oliver cowdery
when they compared the first edition with the manuscript
further changes were made by oliver cowdery as the

92hHCC 113633 63
return august 1889 p 115 may 1890 p 258
howard ppap 414941 49
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book was being set inin type most of the changes are gram-
matical and stylistic A few however have theological im-
plications eg those where god or eternal father on
p 25 line 3 p 25 line 10 p 26 line 9 and p 32 line 9
are changed to son of god or son of the eternal father

the testimonies of the three witnesses and of the eight
witnesses appear on the two pages following page 619 A
note at the end explains that although the original intention
was to publish both the book of mormon and the doctrine
and covenants in one volume as mentioned in the preface
the publishers were induced to abandon that idea because
the two books together would make a volume entirely too
unwieldy for the purpose intended that of a pocket com-
panion

in some sense the 1837 book of mormon is the parent
of the present LDS edition from it was printed the first
18411841 of a sequence of british and salt lake city editions
that culminated in the present one consequently the current
LDS edition of the book of mormon does not embody some
of the changes incorporated by joseph smith in the 1840
nauvoo edition eg that in 2 nephi 306
csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B DLC ichi ICN MH miu C moinrc
MWA njpnap NN OCHP oclwhi UPB USICus1c UU whi

35 newell kimball whitney reynolds cahoon and vin-
son knight
to the saints scattered abroad the bishop and his coun-
selors of kirtland send greeting at head of title
kirtland ohio september 18th 1837 signed at end
N K whitney R cahoon V knight
kirtland 18371837.1857

broadside 52 x 32532.5525 cm in four columns

apostasy proliferating lawsuits and a massive onerous
debt confronted the authorities of the church as they met
with the saints in the kirtland temple september 17 1837
newell K whitney the bishop in kirtland announced to
the assembly that the time had arrived when it became
necessary for him to travel and the conference decided
that the bishop and his counselors should send abroad their
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memorial to the saints 03 the bishopric s memorial was is-
sued as the above broadside the next day evidence of the
urgency of the situation

primarily an appeal for financial assistance directed to
the saints outside kirtland the memorial begins by out-
lining the various circumstances that contributed to the
penury of the church in kirtland and suggests that the ap-
propriatepropriate way to finance the work of the last days is to tithe
the saints foreshadowingshadowingfore the revelation of july 8 1838 sec-
tion 119 it points out that the salvation of the saints de-
pends on the building up of zion and her stakes linking
the wellbeingwell being of kirtland with that of zion and it urges
the saints to see clearly their responsibility and respond
favorably to the appeal by gathering up their means and
sending it on to the leaders of the church

the text of the broadside also appears in the messenger
and advocate for september 1837 and both the broadside
and its text in the messenger and advocate are printed from
a rearrangement of the same type setup

UPB USIC

36 parley parker pratt

A voice of warning and instruction to all people con-
taining a declaration of the faith and doctrine of the
church of the latter day saints commonly called mor
mons by P P pratt minister of the gospel
new york printed by W sandford 29 ann st 1837

xllxilxiiail 216 ppap 14.7147147 cm

fleeing from the strife and apostasy that characterized
the church in kirtland in 1837 parley pratt reached new
york city late in july and immediately began to preach and
write 996 and before the summer passed he had produced a
mormon classic the voice of warning in a letter to don
carlos smith dated new york october 3 1837 parley an-
nounces his new book

besides other labors I1 have in two months past written 216
pages which with the assistance of eld elijah fordham

HC 2513
pratt autobiography p 184
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who has been laboring faithfully with me isis now issuing
from the press and the first will be bound and ready for
sale tomorrow or the next day three thousand copies are
printed it isis entitled A voice of warning 97

no other mormon book apart from the standard works
has had the impact of the voice of warning A basic mis-
sionary tool throughout the nineteenth and into the twen-
tieth century it has passed through numerous editions in a
number of languages

opening with a series of biblical examples of the fulfilfulfill
ment of ancient prophecy the book next discusses those proph-
ecies that foretell the establishment of a new covenant
the gathering of israel and rebuilding of jerusalem and the
events at the second coming of jesus the third chapter dis-
cusses the kingdom of god arguing mainly that repentance
and baptism by those with authority from god are necessary
for entrance into this kingdom the book of mormon is
the theme of the next chapter which quoting from the old
testament including ezekiel 37 argues that america is
a promised land to the seed of joseph that the lord revealed
himself to joseph s seed and that a record of these revela-
tions would come forth in the last days and here it is
suggested that the american indians are a remnant of joseph s

seed at this point the book interposes as chapter five a
proclamation urging its readers to repentance and baptism
the sixth chapter takes up the resurrection and redemption
of the earth arguing that the earth will be restored to its
original form at the time of creation analyzing the resur-
rection of jesus it infers that the saints will be resurrected
with perfected bodies of flesh and bone and will dwell
forever with the messiah on the redeemed earth further it
argues both that america is a promised land and that it is
the location for the new jerusalem the central concept
of the seventh chapter is that god deals with various gener-
ations by direct revelation and that his revealed word to
one generation does not necessarily apply to those in past
or future generations god has spoken to men in the nine-
teenth century the book declares and it challenges its readers
to heed those men the closing chapter compares in two

elders journal ppap 898 9 in his autobiography pratt states that 4000
copies constituted the first edition
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columns certain doctrines of god with the corresponding
doctrines of men

throughout the voice of warning reflects parley pratt s

complete conviction and certainty epitomized by the follow-
ing assertion in the opening pages no believer in the
holy scriptures who reads it with attention shall close this
volume without being fully convinced of the great and im-
portant truths contained therein

csmhcsmi QY CUBCU B DLC ichi ICN ihi MB miu C
MWA oclwhioc1whi UPB USIC UU whi

37 elders journal of the church of latter day saints kirtl-
and ohio october november 1837 and far west mo
july august 1838

I11 vol 4 whole nos 64 ppap 25 cm

the august and september 1837 issues of the messen-
ger and advocate carry a prospectus signed by sidney rigdon
announcing a new periodical the elders journal

As the latter day saints messenger and advocate is
to be closed with the present volume which closes in the
month of september and as the publishers of that paper
have declined publishing any more for the present at
least A large body of the elders of the church of latter
day saints have united and rented the printing establish-
ment for the purpose of publishing a paper with the above
title this paper isis intended to be a vehicle of communica-
tion for all the elders of the church through which they
can communicate to others all things pertaining to their mis-
sionsionslon and calling As there have been many desires
expressed by the elders of said church to have a periodical
of this kind published it is hoped that the present pro-
posals will meet with their most unqualified approba-
tion
the JOURNAL will be edited by joseph smith jun and
printed once a month at one dollar a year in advance
and should the subscription list justify it will soon be pub-
lished semimonthly at two dollars a year

implicit in this announcement is a dissatisfaction with
the messenger and advocate under warren A cowdery that
had been printing ponderous articles on ancient history phi-
losophylo and world events to the exclusion of news of
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the progress of the church and with the appearance
of his article in the july 18571837 messenger and advo-
cate criticizing joseph smith and sidney rigdon for their
parts in the kirtland bank fiasco warren cowdery him-
self became offensive to the church leaders an allusion
to this appears in the second issueissue of the elders journal
we calculate to pursue a different course from that of

our predecessor in the editorial department we will en-
deavor not to scandalize our own citizens and a specific con-
demnationdemnation of warren A cowdery occurs inin the fourth issue
of the journal consequently two things were accomplished
by terminating the messenger and advocate and beginning
under joseph smith s editorship a periodical with a new
name and objective the official church organ was made more
appealing to potential subscribers and its control was brought
into more congenial hands

beginning in october 1837 two issues of the journal
were edited by joseph smith and printed and published by
thomas B marsh in kirtland A notice on the back page
of each directed all correspondence to don carlos smith
who performed the bulk of the editorial labors for these two
numbers 98 the second issue contains the minutes of the two
far west conferences november 7 and 10 1837 and most
likely did not appear until after joseph smith returned to
kirtland from far west about december 10 A month later
joseph smith and sidney rigdon left kirtland for the last
time insuring that no further issues of the journal would be
published there

on april 30 1838 a prospectus item 38 was issued
announcing that the elders journal would be revived in far
west on the same terms as before with joseph smith as
editor and thomas B marsh as publisher two additional
issues were published in far west in july and august 1838
before the outbreak of violence against the mormonscormons per-
manentlymanently ended the journal s life the third and fourth
issues bear a slightly different name elders journal of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints and the fourth
issue includes an extract of revelation given far west
april 26th A D 1838 section 115 officially naming the
church

HC 4393439545954593
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in size and format the elders journal conforms to the
messenger and advocate each issue contains 16 pages in
double columns the four numbers continuously paged the
journal consists almost entirely of letters from the elders
abroad and minutes of conferences and council meetings
the third issue contains an interesting and now famous
series of questions and answers by joseph smith the fourth
issue rather a harbinger of the calamity to befall the mormonscormons
within the month includes the minutes of the fourth of
july celebration and a vitriolic denunciation of the mormon
dissenters

csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B ichi no 1 MH miu C no 1
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38 prospectus for the elder s sic journal of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints dated at end
april 30 1838

far west mo 1838.18381858

thirteen lines of text following the title printed on
the upper righthandright hand third of a sheet folded to 40.6406406 x
225925.92595.95959 cm

this prospectus announces the resuscitation of the elders
journal at far west presumably it was printed on the face
of a large folded sheet so that it could be used to gather
the names of subscribers the prospectus is also printed in
the july 1838 issue of the journal where it is dated april
26 1838

USIC

39 parley parker pratt

mormonism unveiled zion s watchman unmasked and
its editor mr L R sunderland exposed truth vindi-
cated the devil mad and priestcraft in danger by
P P pratt minister of the gospel

new york printed for the publisher 1838

47 ppap 18 cm
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40 parley parker pratt

mormonism unveiled zion s watchman unmasked and
its editor mr L R sunderland exposed truth vindi-
cated the devil mad and priestcraft in danger by
P P pratt minister of the gospel second edition

new york published by 0 pratt & E fordham 1838

47147 1 ppap 18 cm

41 parley parker pratt

mormonism unveiled zion s watchman unmasked and
its editor mr L R sunderland exposed truth vindi-
cated the devil mad and priestcraft in danger by
P P pratt minister of the gospel third edition

new york published by 0 pratt & E fordham 1838

47147 1 ppap 18 cm

parley pratt s mormonism unveiled marks another bib-
liographicallio milestone it is the first of a vast number of
pamphlets written in reply to anti mormon attacks in this
tract parley responds to an eight part article in the new york
zions watchman edited by la roy sunderland that appeared
between january 13 and march 3 1838

all three editions of mormonism unveiled were printed
from the same type setup with a few changes the title
page is slightly different in each edition the second and
third editions contain parley pratt s poem A lamentation
on taking leave of new york on the verso of page 47
which is blank in the first edition moreover the second and
third editions occur in two states the first state is charac-
terized by the presence of defections in the last line of
page 38 and THIER in the last paragraph of page 43
which are corrected to toperfectionsperfections and THEIR in the
second state interestingly enough the second edition of
mormonism unveiled at yale and the third edition at the
LDS church are of the first state while the second edition
at brigham young university and the third edition at the
bancroft library are of the second state the implication
is that all three editions were printed about the same time
and the books comprising the second and third editions were
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assembled simultaneously from sheets of both printingspaintingsprintings the
pamphlet bears the date march 24 1838 on page 47 and
parley pratt left new york for missouri that april so it
would seem that all three editions of mormonism unveiled
were printed about april 1838 and as the second and third
editions were published by orson pratt and elijah fordham
these were probably printed after parley left new york city

the pamphlets originally appeared with paper wrappers
eighteen years ago edward eberstadt and sons the new york
booksellers offered for sale a copy of the first edition with
original printed wrappers catalogue 134 item 451 traces
of the original yellow wrapper can be seen on the brigham
young university copy

sunderland s article also published as the pamphlet mor-
monismmonism exposed and refuted new york 1838 adopts
the approach of alexander campbell s delusions boston
1832 and E D howe s mormonism unvailedunavailed sic paines
ville 1834 it attacks the book of mormon by pointing
to grammatical errors and alleged inconsistencies contradic-
tions and plagiarisms and by referring to a number of
passages in the book of mormon doctrine and covenants
and voice of warning it attempts to show that mormonism
is absurd fraudulent and inconsistent with the bible the
eighth installment of the article repeats the spaulding rigdon
theory of the origin of the book of mormon originally pro-
pounded by E D howe with considerable enthusiasm and
a touch of vitriol parley s mormonism unveiled responds to
the bulk of sunderland s objections and in replying to the
spaulding rigdon theory the pamphlet details parley pratt s

conversion and his part in first introducing mormonism to
sidney rigdon
item 39 oclwhi UPB USICus1c
item 40 ctyacty MH moinrc UPB
item 41 CUBCU B MH USIC UU

42 sidney rigdon
oration delivered by mr S rigdon on the 4thath of july
1838 at far west caldwell county missouri

far west printed at the journal office 1838

12 ppap 18.8188188 cm
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the fourth of july celebration in far west in 1838
signaled the beginning of the end of the mormon commun-
ity in missouri forming in a long procession at 1000 am
the far west saints accompanied by dimick huntington s

band marched to the excavation for the new temple where
the four cornerstones of the temple were laid by the church
authorities the crowd then moved to the speaker s stand
to hear sidney rigdon deliver the day s oration at the close
of which there was a shout of hosanna 99 subsequently
rigdon s oration was printed in pamphlet form on the mor-
mon press at far west and according to ebenezer robinson
who printed the pamphlet a copy was furnished the editor
and printed in the liberty far west100wl est

six years later jedediah M grant acknowledged that
sidney rigdon s fourth of july oration was the main auxil-
iary that fanned into flame the burning wrath of the mobo-
cratic portions of the missouriansMissourians loilol101 not only was the
speech inflammatory but it was put into print to be read
and reread galvanizing the mormonscormons as well as the mis
sourianssourianosourians

while grant lays the responsibility for the oration squarely
on rigdon it is clear that it must be more broadly shared
ebenezer robinson in his reminiscences asserts that presi-
dent rigdon was not alone responsible for the sentiment
expressed in his oration as that was a carefully prepared
document previously written and well understood by the
first presidency but elder rigdon was the mouth piece to
deliver it 102 and a notice in the august 1838 issue of
the elders journal signed by the editor joseph smith an-
nounces that the oration is available in pamphlet form and
commends it to the saints

we would recommend to all the saints to get one to be had
in their families as it contains an outline of the suffering
and persecutions of the church from its rise As also the
fixed determinations of the saints in relation to the per-
secutors who are and have been continually not only
threatening us with mobs but actually have been putting

elders journal p 60
foreturnOoooreturnreturn november 1889 ppap 17071170 71 the union catalog lists no file

of the far west for this period
tol101yoijedediah M grant A collection of facts relative to the course taken

by elder sidney rigdon philadelphia 1844 p 11 see also times and
seasons 5 1 october 18446671844 667 hereafter designated TS

return ppap 17071170 71
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their threats into execution with which we are absolutely
determined no longer to bear come life or come death for
to be mobed any more without taking vengeance we will
not

the bulk of the oration is inoffensive enough begin-
ning with a statement of respect and loyalty to american
political and governmental institutions it moves to a discus-
sion of the persecution endured by the church identifying
separated church members as a significant class of persecu-
tors it includes a description of the temple under construc-
tion in far west one part of which is to be devoted to
worship and the other to the education of the saints it is
only in its closing moments that the oration becomes extreme
proclaiming that persecution will be no more endured it de-
clares that henceforth when a mob disturbs the saints

it shall be between us and them a war of extermination
for we will follow them till the last drop of their blood
is spilled or else they will have to exterminate us for
we will carry the seat of war to their own houses and
their own families and one party or the other shall be
utterly destroyed

the text of the oration is reprinted in james H hunt s

mormonism embracing the origin rise and progress of the
sect st louis 1844 ppap 16780167 80

ichi MH UPB USIC

43 david white rogers

A collection of sacred hymns for the church of the latter
day saints selected and published by david W rogers

new york C vinten printer 63 vesey street 1838

iv5iva 118ix ppap 10 cm

david W rogers a new york chair maker came into
contact with the mormonscormons in the winter of 1837381837 38 while
parley P pratt was proselytizing in new york city and
outfitted a room for a meeting place for the little congrega-
tion of new york saints on christmas day 1837 rogers
was baptized into the church by parley P pratt and in no-
vember 1838 he traveled to quincy illinois meeting the
first groups of mormon refugees from missouri during
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the next six months rogers involved himself in the negotia-
tions to purchase land in illinois and iowa assisted the
saints including parley pratt s family to move from mis-
souri and carried messages to joseph smith in liberty jail
rogers settled with the saints inin nauvoo and when the
mormonscormons began vacating the city in 1846 he remained to
assist in the city s defense in 1850 he emigrated to utah
establishing hislilsllis home in provo rogers served a mission for
the church in canada in the mid 1850s and in 18751873 he
was ordained a patriarch on september 21 1881 david
rogers died in provo thirteen days before his ninety fourth
birthday 103

hymnals were always in short supply particularly in the
outlying branches of the church so it is not surprising that
rogers a man apparently of some means would undertake
to publish one for the new york saints according to rogers s

dedicatory hymn the idea of the hymnal came to him in
a dream

rogers s hymnal clearly shows the influence of the 1835
emma smith hymnal the preface is verbatim that of the
1835 hymnal and forty nine of the eighty nine hymns com-
prising rogers s collection are taken from the 1835 hymnal

rogers s hymns are numbered 1 through 90 with awake
0 ye people appearing twice as no 7 and no 51.51 five
of the remaining forty hymns are from parley pratt s the
millennium a poem boston 1835 item 17 twenty four
others are clearly of latter day saint authorship in addition
to the dedicatory hymn no 90 written by rogers and
signed DWR thirteen are signed with the initials DW
eight with RB and two with EC DW RB and EC
have not been identified it is possible that these initials
represent only part of thediedle names and that DW for example
is actually rogers himself

unfortunately rogers s initiative brought him difficulty
at the october 1839 general conference in commerce
illinois it was resolved that a new edition of hymn books
be printed immediately and that the one published by D W
rogers be utterly discarded by the church 104 six months

pratt ppap 186 245 early church information file genealogical so-
ciety library salt lake cac1cityty JH 17 march 1839 18 april 1839 p 2
4 september 1844 19 may 1852 p 1 29 november 1855 p 1 6 october
1857 31 may 1873 the provo territorial enquirer 1 october 1881 p 3
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later thomas grover presented charges against rogers to
the general conference one of them for compiling a hymn-
book and selling it as the one compiled and published by
sister emma smith the next day rogers s case was taken
up and it was resolved that he be forgiven and the hand
of fellowship be continued towards him 105100loo103

none of the hymns rogers added to mormon hymnody
appear in the later authorized LDS hymnalshymn als presumably
the result of the official action taken at the october 1839
general conference

ctyacty DLC miu C USICus1c

44 ephraim owen jr
mormonscormonsMormons memorial of ephraim owen jr late of green
county indiana now of davis sicsic county missouri
asking of congress to afford protection to the people
called mormonscormonsMormons in the enjoyment of their civil rights
as citizens of the united states and complaining of loss
of property &cac december 20 18581838 referred to the
committee on the judiciary and ordered to be printed
at head of title 25th congress 3dad session doc no

42 ho of reps

washington thomas allenalienailen print 1838

5 ppap 23 cm

ephraim owen was baptized into the church by reynolds
cahoon and samuel H smith in green county indiana
september 4 1831 during the missionary journey appointed
to these two elders by the august 12 1831 revelation to
joseph smith section 6131356131 35 owen remained inin indiana
with a small branch of saints until he moved to missouri
in june 1838 one of the first mormon settlers in daviess
county he was involved in the difficulties in daviess to
the extent that adam black identified him as one of the
group of mormonscormons who had ridden up and conferred with
black at his house august 8 1838 moving with the mormon
refugees into illinois owen read a paper of his conceivably
a version of his memorial at a meeting in quincy illinois

HCWC 4105641056
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march 9 1839 convened to solicit aid for the emigrating
saints at the general conference of the church at com-
merce illinois october 5 1839 it was voted that ephraim
owen s confession for disobeying the word of wisdom be
accepted A month later owen and many others presented
claims for their losses in missouri his amounting to 5711.18571118
at this point ephraim owen seems to fade from view no
mention of him appearing in church records subsequent to
1839 106lorlog

owen s memorial is a curious document apparently an
independent and individual effort several other petitions
and memorials were drawn up during this time none of
which seem to have involved owen for example at a meet-
ing of the high council and some of the twelve apostles
in far west december 19 1838 edward partridge and john
taylor were appointed to draft a petition to the general
government and send it by mail 107

the memorial deals with the difficulties in northern mis-
souri during the summer and fall of 1838 it asserts that
initially the mormon settlers were welcomed by the missoumassou
rians in daviess county but that after the election day fight
between mormonscormons and missouriansMissourians in gallatin august 6
1838 the missouriansMissourians moved their families out and began
advertising that the mormonscormons were driving them from the
county causing considerable excitement on both sides peace
was temporarily restored with the arrival of david R atchi-
son and state militia following this the memorial claims
the missouriansMissourians in daviess began selling out to the mormonscormonsMormons
but stopped after word came that the mormonscormons had been
driven out of carrol county the memorial briefly sum-
marizes the events following the battle at crooked river
culminating in the expulsion of the mormonscormons from the state
it estimates the mormon loss at 1332000 and in conclusion
calls for a congressional investigation and the restoration
of mormon rights

ctyacty csmhcsmi DLC ichi ICN MH moshi MWA nip
NN oclwhi txdadf UPBupis USIC whi

JH 13 august 1831 p 2 19 november 1834 28 august 1838
9 march 1839 5 october 1839 29 november 1839 p 12 E owen jr mor
mons memorial washington 183811858118381858 HC 364 275
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45 francis gladden bishop
A brief history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints from their rise until the present time con-
taining an account of and showing the cause of their
sufferings in the state of missouri in the years 1833381833 38
and likewise a summary view of their religious faith
by francis G bishop a minister of the order

salem no carolina printed by blum & son 1839

14141lall4l1 ppap 1818cmcm

baptized and ordained an elder inin the church july 2

1832 francis gladden bishop immediately began travel-
ing and preaching in the eastern states and canada in feb-
ruary 1836 he was among those chosen for the second
quorum of seventies and by 1840 he had preached the gos-
pel inin fourteen states and baptized 123 into the church
bishop is mainly remembered however for his schismatic
activities As early as 1835 he was temporarily disfellow
shipped for teaching erroneous doctrine and in march 1842
he was removed from fellowship for receiving his own
revelations little is known about bishop during the next
six years in 1848 however he had some contact with james
J strang and about 1850 he began organizing his own little
church in the kirtland area and publishing in its behalf
although he did not personally visit utah he was success-
ful in attracting a small following there bringing upon him-
self the anathemasanathemas of brigham young and parley pratt from
the salt lake pulpit in march 1853 eventually bishop
gathered a group of followers in iowa where he presumably
died sometime before 1878 10108ioslos

in a letter dated february 4 1840 bishop describes the
events surrounding the writing of his pamphlet commenting
that he had been preaching for two years in virginia and
north carolina he explains

when in north carolina a most unwarantedunwarrantedunwaranted and unparalunpapal
lelledbelled persecution was raging against the saints in missouri
meanwhile misrepresentations touching the troubblestroubbles in mis-
souri and our faith were spreading in every direction through

18hcHC 2241 285 4550 TS i1 ofmarcharch 184077781840777818407778 brigham
young et al journal of discourses 26 vols london 1885861885 86 1181861181 86
dale morgan A bibliography of the churches of the dispersion western
humanities review 71953 25566255 66
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the papers of the day and by letters from hostile missour
ians it was during this that I1 published a small pam-
phlet for the purpose of correcting the misrepresentations
which had prejudiced the public against the latter day
saints and then circulated this pamphlet gratis by mail in
almost every direction this had the desired effect for as the
pamphlet circulated prejudice and hostile feelings seemed
to abate on every side as I1 had no means of obtaining all
the particulars of the missouri persectuion but few par-
ticularsticulars are in the pamphlet and as it was extremely diffi-
cult to obtain confirmed facts likewise in it are some few
mistakes but I1 believe nothing of any particular con-
sequence 109

even though the library of congress cataloguescataloguercatalogues the place
of publication as salem massachusetts bishop s presence in
north carolina and the name of the printer on the title page
make it clear that the pamphlet was printed by john chris-
tian blum in salem north carolina 110ilollo generally a propa-
ganda piece the pamphlet begins with an overview of the
mormon experience in jackson and clay counties briefly
describes the settling of caldwell county and then presents
a condensed and somewhat garbled account of the conflict
between the mormonscormons and the Missourmissouriansians in daviess and
caldwell counties bishop describes the haun s mill mas-
sacre for example as occurring on splawnsSplawns creek and in-
volving a company of saints traveling to the interior of the
state with thirty five mormonscormons killed in the encounter the
text concludes with a summary of latter day saint beliefs
A poem the murder in missouri occupies pages 13 and
14 and on the recto of the leaf following page 14 appears
a notice that bishop intends to publish a small work entitled
A scriptural illustration of the peculiarities of the religious
faith of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
also a choice selection of hymns and spiritual songs

DLCDIC

46 benjamin C elsworth

A collection of sacred hymns for the church of
christ of the latter day saints selected and published
by benjamin C elsworth

TS 1 march 1840781840 78
mary barrow owen old salem north carolina winston salem 194619461

p 118
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apnp printed for the publisher 1839

iv5iva 152 vii ppap 10510.5105105cmcm

little appears recoverable about benjamin C elsworth
on november 16 1836 presumably soon after his baptism
he was ordained a teacher by john E page at a conference at
south crosby twentyfivetwenty five miles north of kingston canada
fifteen months later in kirtland liehelleile was ordained a member
of the second quorum of seventies it would seem that most
of elsworth s life in the church was spent in eastern new
york in a letter to the editors of the times and seasons
written from palermo oswego county new york october
18 1840 elsworth indicates that he had been laboring in
that area and had baptized 100 or so during the preceding
year at a conference in port ontario oswego county new
york march 14 1841 elsworth was charged with some un-
disclosed offense and the charge sustained yet when those
appointed to serve in the various missions of the church were
listed in the april 15 1844 issue of the times and seasons
he was among those assigned to new york one year later
however elsworth was excommunicated from the church
following his excommunication he joined james J strang
rising to the office of apostle in strang s church but in octo-
ber 1847 elsworth was excommunicated from the strangitestrengiteStrangite
church for teaching and practicing the spiritual wife sys-
tem lil1111liisili111

since elsworth is known to have been laboring in the
vicinity of oswego county new york during the latter part of
1839 it is probable that his hymnal was published in that
area in 1840 an edition of parley pratt s history of the late
persecution was printed at the office of the oswego county
democrat in mexico oswego county new york and it
is conceivable that elsworth s hymnal was printed there also

elsworth s hymnal is almost totally based on the two
earlier ones again the preface is verbatim that of the 1835
hymnal elsworth s collection contains 112 hymns in all 88
from david W rogers s hymnal the only hymn in rogers s

collection that elsworth does not include is rogers s own

MA ppap 44647446 47 JH 13 february 1838 18 october 1840 14
march 1841 15 april 1844 5 january 1847 TS 215 november 1840
21920219 20 record of the seventies book A and2nd quorum p 20 MS
USIC F henry edwards history of the reorganized church of latter day
saints 6 vols independence moaloafodlo nd 34142341 42 44
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dedicatory hymn and 17 others from the 1835 hymnal
of the remaining 7 hymns 4 are published in the messenger
and advocate I11 is a part of parley pratt s millennium
that appears in the voice of warning 183718371857 page 121 and
2 are standard protestant hymns interestingly enough the
two protestant hymns charles wesley s come let Us anew
our journey pursue and farewell all earthly honors I1
bid are maintained in the current LDS hymnal

ctyacty moinrc USIC

47 orson hyde
A timely warning to the people of england of every
sect and denomination and to every individual into whose
hands it may fall by an elder of the church of latter
day saints late from america preston 19th august
1837 dated at end may 4thath 1839

manchester reprinted by W R thomas spring gardens
18391185911839

broadside 50 x 38 cm in three columns enclosed in an
ornamental border

A timely warning is a revision of orson hyde s pro-
phetic warning published in 1836 item 29 the two are
virtually identical for the first half of the text in the second
half A timely warning eliminates the references to the more
morbid occurrences predicted for the last days and is less severe
in condemning the sectarian clergy but adds a comment on
the clergy s tendency to cry false teachers at the latter day
saint elders without seriously considering their claims and
unlike A prophetic warning A timely warning clearly iden-
tifies itself as a latter day saint tract

this broadside published a year after orson hyde re-
turned to the united states from the first british mission
suggests that there was an earlier british edition of A timely
warning the title is dated preston august 19 1837 a
month after hyde first arrived in england and the colophon
reads reprinted by W R thomas italics added no
copy of an 1837 english edition however has been found

two later english editions of A timely warning are
extant one a manchester broadside printed in 1840 and the
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other an eight page pamphlet printed in orford hill in the
early 1840s

USIC

48 john portineusPortineus greenegreene

facts relative to the expulsion of the mormonscormons or latter
day saints from the state of missouri under the ex-
terminating order by john P greene an authorisedauthorized
representative of the mormonscormonsMormons

cincinnati printed by R P brooks 1839

iv5iva 4343ppappp 21321.3215213213cmcm

49 john portineusPortineus greene

facts relative to the expulsion of the mormonscormons from
the state of missouri under the exterminating order
by john P greene an authorisedauthorized representative of the
mormonscormonsMormons

cincinnati printed by R P brooks 1839

iv5iva 43 ppap 21.3213213215 cm

at a conference of the church held in quincy illinois
may 6 1839 john P greene a brother in law of brigham
young and a prominent elder was appointed to go to new
york city and preside over the church in that area in ad-
dition he was commissioned to publicize the mormon ex-
pulsion from missouri and to collect funds for the relief of
the destitute saints A month later greene departed on this
mission and as a part of his campaign to publicize the plight
of the saints he published his facts relative to the expul-
sion of the cormonsmormonsMormons 112

the two states of this pamphlet were printed from the
same type setup with a few insignificant internal differences
in addition to the change in title for example the fourth
page is numbered v in the first state item 48 and wiv
in the second state item 49 the word vide at the bottom
of page I111I1 in the second state appears as adievdie in the first
and the phrase at a in the first line of page 43 in the first

HC 3347 andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclo-
pedia 4 vols salt lake city 1901361901 36 2633362633 36
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state reads a ta in the second so it is not clear which is
the earlier state the two are also arranged differently in
signatures the first collates ACA Ccac6 Ddad4 and the second collates
AEA Eeae4 Ffaf22 both states were originally issued in paper wrap-

pers in the first state the title page is reprinted within a
border on the front wrapper while in the second the wrap-
per is plain

it appears that the pamphlet was printed late in june
or in july 1839 greene had sent copies back to quincy by
august 5 and the pamphlet includes a resume of a meeting
in cincinnati that he addressed june 24 1839 113

greene s facts is a fundamental source for it contains
primary documents relating to the mormon difficulties in
missouri as well as greene s own firsthand observations
the principal part of the pamphlet consists of the memorial
to the legislature of missouri signed by edward partridge
heber C kimball john taylor theodore turley isaac
morley george W harris john murdock and john M burk
december 10 1838 with a considerable number of annota-
tions by greene this memorial is a summary of the mor
mons experiences in missouri beginning with jackson county
and emphasizing of course their mistreatment at the hands
of the missouriansMissourians it was presented by john corrill to the
missouri house of representatives on december 19 1838
evoking considerable debate in the house 114 adding detail
and examples to the events summarized in the memorial
greene s annotations comprise 60 percent of the pamphlet
and include for instance joseph young s account of the
haun s mill massacre governor boggs s extermination or-
der general clarkdarkoark s november 6 1838 speech and the
petitions of caleb baldwin lyman wight joseph smith
alexander mcrae and hyrum smith to judge tompkins
march 15 1839 three or four years ago the original manu-
script of joseph young s account turned up among the effects
of evan M greene oldest son of john P greene and is
now owned by a private collector in california

item 48 csmhcsmi ctyacty CUBCU B DLC ICN ihi miu C
moshi MWA NN txdadf USIC whi

F D richards to phineas and wealthy richards quincy ill111iliiiilii 5
august 1839 MS UPB
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50 john taylor
A short account of the murders roberiesrobberiesroberies sic burnings
thefts and other outrages committed by the mob and
militia of the state of missouri upon the latter day
saints the persecutions they have endured for their
religion and their banishment from that state by the
authorities thereof by john taylor elder of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints caption title

springfield ill111111.ililiiiii 1839.1839

8 ppap 225525.55.55555 cm

john taylor the third president of the church and
wilford woodruff left nauvoo august 8 1839 enroute to
their mission in the british isles at macomb illinois they
were joined by zebedee coltrin and there the brethren were
given a horse and a saddle on august 16 the three reached
springfield illinois where john taylor engaged the printing
of 1500 copies of his short account four days later elder
taylor sold the horse and saddle to pay the printer and
the three elders continued their journey eastward some of
the pamphlets were given to coltrin to sell the earnings
to be used to support mrs taylor and mrs woodruff while
their husbands were in europe 115

john taylor s pamphlet is important because it is the
statement of a participant a fact established in the opening
paragraph after outlining the election day fracas in gallatin
the pamphlet describes the encounter with adam black and
prints black s affidavit which john taylor claims he had
before him at the time of writing it further charges that
black himself incited anti mormon excitement because he
coveted mormon property the events leading up to the
destruction of the mormon colony at dewitt which john
taylor witnessed are related in detail after summarizing
the anti mormon activity in daviess county and the battle
at crooked river the pamphlet describes the haun s mill

315115 diary of wilford woodruff 8208 20 august 1839 MS USIC B H
roberts ute of john taylor salt lake city 1892 ppap 676967 69
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massacre the coming of the militia to far west the mormon
surrender and the subsequent depredations of the mob and
it concludes with general clarkdarkoark s speech to the far west
saints november 6 1838

A note at the end explains that the account was written
at the request of the editor of the st louis gazette but that
after he refused to print it john taylor elected to publish
it himself in pamphlet form

csmhcsmi MH USICus1c

51 parley parker pratt

history of the late persecution inflicted by the state of
missouri upon the mormonscormonsMormons in which ten thousand
american citizens were robbed plundered and driven
from the state and many others imprisoned martyredmartyred
&cac for their religion and all this by military force by
order of the executive by P P pratt minister of the
gospel written during eight months imprisonment
in that state

detroit dawson & bates printers 1839

v7va 8484ppappp 18618.6186186cmcm

for eight months following the surrender of the mormonscormons
at far west parley pratt languished in richmond and co-
lumbia jails before finally escaping on july 4 1839 during
this time he devoted himself to composing an account of the
mormon sufferings in missouri writing to his wife mary
ann pratt from columbia june 8 1839 parley explains

I1 am now finishing the journal of my life and sufferings
beginning where I1 left off when you took the writings away
with you last winter if I1 stay here long I1 want these
writings in order to prepare them and those I1 am now writ-
ing for publication I1 intend when I1 am set at liberty to
make the publication of my journal with the history of all
our sufferings the first business of my life for I1 intend the
world shall know the unparalleled proseedingsproceedingsproseedings of this
state for thank god I1 begin already to enjoy the liberty
to speak and write a priviledgeprivi ledge which relieves my full heart
like the steem blowing from an over charged boiler 116

parley pratt to mary ann pratt columbia 8 june 1838 MS USIC
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the writings mary ann pratt took away the preceding
winter were a part of the manuscript that parley and mary
ann smuggled out of richmond jail while she was staying
with him there As parley describes it inin the pamphlet appp
666866 68 the guards were aware of his writing and he feared
that they were about to search the cell and confiscate the
manuscript at this point mary ann and her six year old
daughter mary ann steamsstearns were ascending the ladder from
the dungeon below the cell when the trapdoor in the cell
floor fell hurting the child slightly and causing her to scream
and cry seizing the opportunity parley cried out to the
guards that his little girl was dreadfully injured and with
the manuscript secured under her dress and her daughter in
her arms mary ann pratt rushed past the baffled guards
amidst the wails of the injured child and the shouts of the
anxious parents

eight weeks after his escape parley left nauvoo for his
mission with the twelve apostles in england about the first
of october he reached detroit where he remained with his
parents for two weeks during this stay in detroit he pub-
lished his history of the late persecution bringing it out
of the press october 10 183185183918599 117

parley pratt was among the missouri saints expelled from
jackson county fought at crooked river and was one of
six church leaders taken captive at the surrender of the saints
at far west thus his history of the late persecution is in-
dispensable to a study of the missouri phase of mormonism

after a bit of editorializing in the preface appp iii v
the pamphlet takes up the mormon conflict in jackson county
at the destruction of the star office rehearses the events
leading up to the expulsion of the saints and touchingly
describes their exodus into clay county it then moves to
the celebration of the fourth of july 1838 at far west
which parlevparleybarlev describes approvingly and recounts the events
in caldwell and daviess counties which ended in the expul-
sion of saints from the state the pamphlet includes de-
tailed accounts of the treatment of the mormon prisoners
their trial before austin A king and parley s subsequent
prison experiences concluding with his harrowing escape from
columbia jail

TS 1 ijanuaryjanuary 1840431840 43 pratt autobiography ppap 32326323 26
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history of the late persecution was twice reprinted in
1840 in mexico new york as a forty page pamphlet under
the same title and in new york city as a hardback entitled
late persecution of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints

ctyacty USIC

in november 1839 the first regular issue of the times
and seasons came off the press in nauvoo illinois marking
the beginning of what might be considered from a bibliograph-
ical point of view the nauvoo period of mormon history
november 1839 december 1847 this era witnessed a ver-
itable explosion of mormon writing that produced some of
mormondom s most fascinating books these books are the
subject of a subsequent article



frederick G williams a photograph of a painting by courtesy of the historical
department of the church


